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INTRODUCTION 

Lob lolly ·pine (Pinus taeda L.). is the single most 

important commercial timber species in the South and among 

the most intensively managed tree. species in the world. The 

forest .manager·· may now select from a number of site 

preparation and planting alte·rnatives, plaht genetically 

···improved stock,. and apply Intermediate cultural treatments 

including thinning, fertilization, and various forms of 

insect and disease control to meet specific management 

objectives. Harvesting options and alternat.i:Ve product 

mixes must also be considered. Thus, increases in 

management intensity have increased the complexity of 

resource management. decisions. New technology, changing 

utilization standards, energy considerations, environmental 

concerns, changing land use patterns, and changing economic 

conditions are but a few qf the unknowns which dictate that 

resource management remain a flexible and dynamic process. 

Stand models, which provide accurate estimates of stand 

growth .. and yield, have become essential for evaluating the 

numerous management and utilization alternatives for 

loblolly pine. Decisions .. must be made for indi vidua1 

1 
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'stands·,; for'·e:ntire fore'sts;.' and .for broad·.·re.gional planning • 

. The projection· perLo;d. and le•v.el b~ stand. detail required; may. 

, ./vary ·in. •each ca$e·'•· •. No: single· stand:· mo:d:eh.may. ?Ye expec-t·ect to _ -

. •. :.·pr.ovide .. infbrmat'i~n ef:r.i'.cie·ntly for·· aII., ie.vels:• of" ·de·c.iston·· · 

making .• :. Thus it· is· not surpris1ng that' a·· wide v:arie·ty of 

models, .. of v·arying degr.ees. of oompl~xity and . deta:iT, has 

been developed for. lob lolly p-ine ~ . ' .. · 
. . ... . . .. . ·.· . . . '" 

Exist~ng: 'stand. m¢dels. form a· 'contim,Imrf, of qo~pl:exity . ·. < 
": ' .\ . . . 

and,: de'ia i 1; : o~ ·.· "reso·luttorr, '!:· ra·nging -frqm ·relatively• s·1mp1e · 

<whole stand yie:ld prediction equatfori.s· to very comp:l~x· -· · 

simunition . modelsc. of< t.he deve·lopment· and· 1ntera:ctlons . of 
. , ·. . 

·individµal ·.trees in .. a stand •.. t?l·· choosing. appropriate·siand 
. . 

.. models·' for .·. grO:Wt°fl' and:<:yield' ._··-estimates,; .the'' US>e~·, S.ho~uJd·· .. be· 

concern;ed· w~th. th~• reliability.· o•f. estimate·~;,. the flexib'~Ti.ty 
' ·' to reproduce' des'ine.d maria:ge!Pent al te.:rnCi t'ives·,•; the ' abil i'ty' to·: •. : . 

. . . ··. ·. 
provide' suffictent detail. for.·. d'ec is'ion .·. making,<· and Ure 

efficiency in. proYii:Hng•; this · informatio:h'. Ih practiqe a·· 
· .. ·. . . ,· '!' . ··, .. . >. ·. ·.· · .. 

' number·. cf' d;iff.~h;'erit,,:, s'tand ..• models• . may : be.:< required,_·.· each: ' ' 

tailored_·•··· to ·.··a:.· ·•.·•·· .. ··sp•···ecTiic< set. ···of'·' dec~i~ion c~·iteria.· ·.· · · 
- . .. . . ~ . 

Unfortuna·tely; 6owev.e·~,. th~re has been little' effort to· date . . ~· .. . . . 

to. et1sure consl~tent:•:g.rowthi and yield estimates from ·models 
. ~ . . . 

of different levels• of resolution •. Users• must · deal with 
. . .. ' ..... : . · .. · .. ··' . . . . 

these· inconsi.st$ricies ·or. be~' forced to sacrifice efficiency 
. " ,· . . . 

or flexibility· by · s.elect'i·ng a · s'ingle .model fbr . aJ,i 

proj~ctions·~-·. 

. '. 

' . '':" 

:t ... 

: ·"' ·., 
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An integrated system of starrd models · is 

provides consistent growth and yield estimate~ at various 

· levels of resolution. Although existing 

to address specific information 

or ano.ther, . to descrJbe the· development 

of stands .of trees.. This common goal in modeling 

much can be done .toward developing . a 

mathematical 

··development. of stands of trees· which can·: 

. level of resoluj:;ion. 

The benefits 'of an Integrated model system ar"e many. 

most. practical, is that estimates of stand growth 

yield would he·· structurally related and 

surfa.c.es would "behave" similarly at all levels 

resolution. By further constrainin.g ·the models. 

numerical consistency., the problems related to inconsistent 

estimates·wouldbeeliminated. Second,. aninteg:r:'ated 

would .. be data effici~:ht. Existing inform.ation from a 

of tree and stand level studies could b·e . inc6rpor~ted into 

such a system. For example, effects of certain> cultur"al 

tr"eatments on individual trees could be incorporated at the 

tree level which may be used. to provide stand I.ever yie1d 

·estimates.. . Third, and related to this' an integr"ated system 

of models would help ih focusing attention to real a·a.ta 
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needs and ordering resea.rch priorities. 

integrated system could be used to examine 

Finally, ·an 

hypotheses of 

tree and stand growth under intensiv~ management. 



OBJECTIVES 

The goals of. this study were to investigate· 

relationships among stand models arid develop methods. fbr 

integrating stand models of different levels of resolution~· 

More· spec.ific objectives· were to:· 

1. investigate and examine mathematical relationships 

among. the existing approaches to stand modeling 

for Tob1olly pine; 

_) 2.. develop an integrated system of standimodels fo:r, 

3. 

loblolly pine .iri which models of different levels 

of resolution are related by · a unified 

mathematical structure;· and 

·investigate requirements for numerically< con-

sistent growth and;. yield. estimates. among .models in 

.·an integrated system. 

5 



PREVIOUS WORK· 

StandMode1ing 

Modern quantitative analysis of forest stand. growth and 

·yield dates to MacKinney and Chaiken' s ( 1939.J application o.f 

multiple regression methods to. the problem. of. variable 

density yield estimation~. Since that time a variety of 

approaches has been taken to growth . and yield estimation, 

each arising from the need for specific types of 

information. Current modeling app.roache.s may be thought to 

lieon.a·continuumwithrespect to structural complexity· and 

·output. detail. This contim.ium. may be broken into three 

broad categories:. l) whole. stand models, 2). size class 

distribution models, and j) individual tree models. 

Whole Stand Models 

Since MacKlrihey and Chaiken ( 1939) a · number. of 

investigators have used multiple. regression to construct 

stand aggregate growth and/or yield .. expressions (e.g., 

Bennett. 1970, Be.nnet et al. 1959, Brender· and Clutter, 

1970, Burkhart et al. · 1972a, 1972b, Clutter 1963, Coile and 

Schumacher 1964\·. Goebel and Shipman 1964, Schumach.er arid 

6 
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G6ci1e ··· l9fr0 ~:·.Sullivan:· ··and~. Clutter·· 1972)·~ · .. 'l'hese . mq'd¢Is 

Pr'C)VL.de growth : attdfart yiel:ct. es.timates.~ for the ·whole. st~11d: 
. . .· 

·· .. ·, ( o.·r .. SOllle· ·.m,$rcbantable.·-.·portlon},. as. a fpnctton.of. s:tand'. l:evel. 
. . . . . .. . ·. .. - ·. . 

. . . ' . . 

·• at.tribute,s· such·· as~·.ag-e~,,.·. densLty, and· ·~:i.te· .·index•. Clt.ttter ·· •·.· .· ... 

(1963) fntr·o.a·uceti:·tne.· ri9ti6n of: c6mpat1·btli-ty• ii'.1· .. growth and 

yield equati<;ms: by. :recognizing: the· derivative ... integra1 · 

. . re·Iat'i,cmship.: bet;weert·. stand.· growth. and ~-fe:td, thus" proyiding : .. , . 

·. : struct~rall:~n<.cornpat:fbhr: growth··. and: ":[;i¢1<t>rno.d~ls-~ .. · ·su11i:var1· ': . .',, '··· ·. ' 

· 13.~d . GI.titter·• (lg'72J ·Ja1:;:e~·, refirted•.' the···i c:ompati~Je . model~s; to·: ·. 
·· pro vi de >nume:rtca;liy. ·.·c.onsf's te.nt · .·g:rowth:. ana·. yA.·er<f .es-timates •···-·.··. 

The · multtpre: .. :: i'~gres~:riop mode.ls' ·. a:t>bve: were fitted 

··empirically and•~ .. ·.· .i'ri general,. pre:dictwell. withi~: the rang.es 

... · ... or·· ob-~erved>•.dat~ .. ~,;·_ .. ··An6ther ··whole-'·startd a·1fp'roaGh~.has •. · beefr to 
•' .. 

··specif'~ a theoret1caL .growth ··rate· r.nod~T •and· solve ttre.< 

resulting df:ffei:'e:ntTaI ectuations for· e:tand .. y:ield' estimates:, .. · •• · · · 

· (Turn·bu11 .1:963,>Pi'enaai": 19651 Mo~er·-1967,·· ·Mose;r• anct<Hafl,·.· 

·.· .... 

···· .. 1969,.·.· P<ienaar··.~nd.·Turnbu];T 1973} •. ·. Thi•s··app·roa~ch ··has b~·eb:> ·' ·. .~ . 

con. s .. ·1· ... de .. r.e.d.··· .·.·.t.·o·•.·.·.·;.•· ·•'.l:e''·a:·.A···: .. -.' :.t·'.o·•.>m: o··.r· ·e··.· .... i-..a ... ·t··•·1···o·n~·-·1··· .... ··· .. ··g···•r·o·w·· •t····h· :·.•a·...,.d·. :.y1'•e· 1· ··d.· ·. µ,,. -"~': ·': .· .~·'.~,·->;·~:- . .'_ ............. -·: .. ~·~·~:i_ ... '·., •' .... _ ,·_! •. ·:· 

··, . ,, . 

·· .. :• r-elat1onshrps.; .·•··te~i°}'':>< .. f<J:7.QJ: •'anct::·Mose·r··c:f912·Y e¥te~nded:. this~ 
·• mecbodology .to:.· inh:J.:~cte· . sets· or- · sfr.nultaneou~ di:ffe.rent:fal · 

.. ;; 

. J . . • . 

. 't ... • 

.. ; 

'\.,', 

., ·., I 
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Glass. Models 

A number of. modeling approaches have been. developed 

·.·.which conside:r. ·the stand in terms of the distribution o.f the 

number of trees. per urrit ·area by size class.. In most cases 

diameter ·class has been used. Classical stand table 

projection methods, in which the number of trees per 

diameter classareprojected over time, maybe considered to· 

fa.ll this category. Bruner and Moser (1973} and Pede·n e.t 

al. (1973} indep.endently devel~ped Markov· models for stand 

projection in• which .. the· transition pi'>obabiiities describing 

growth into the next diameter class, mortality, and other· 

factors form a first.:...order Markov process.:. 

The most common stand: models in this general ca·tegory 

are those. in whfch the distribution o.f diameters in a stand 

has been. described by a probability density function> (pdf}. 

In this.approach the numberof trees in each diameter class 

is estimated using the fitted pdf; mean: tree height ·is 

estJmatedforeac.h diameter class,and volume in.each class 

is calculated by s.ubstituting into tree volume equations. 

Unit ·area yield estimates are obtained by summing over 

diameter classes of interest. Only stand level attributes, 

such as age,. site> index, and stand density are used as input 

to these models, but the technique provides detail on stand 

structure. 



a 

Studies involving · the use of pdf' s to represent 

diameter distributions havediffered mainly in the pdf used. 

· Early studies Ce. g., Bennett and Clutter l968, Burkhart and 

Strub 1974, Lenhart 1972, Lenhart and Clutter 1971 J used the · 

beta density function to describe diameter distributions. 

More recently the Weibull density fi.mction has been adopted. 

(Clutter and Belcher 1978,> Dell et al. 1979, Fe.duccia e.t 

al. 1979, Lohrey and Bailey 1977, Smalley and Bailey l974a, 

l974b, Smith 1978). Hp.fley and S.chreuder (1977) proposed 

Johnson's ' ' ' 

distribution for describing diameter . and 

height. Johnson's bivariate s13B distribution has been used 

to describe joint ·diameter-height distributions {Schreuder 

and Hafley. 1977}. 
' ' 

· The above studd:es · apply to pure even-aged stands with 

no intermediate cuttings. Recently Hy.ink C1979.} and Stiff 

( 1980) have sho.wn the .··utility of the Weibull density 

function for describing< diameter distrtbutie.ns in mixed 

uneven-aged· stands. In addition, they provide a means to 

project the pdf parameters over time< to· provide a· pdf-based 

growth and yield moder~ . · 

Individual Tree.Models 

Stand models whi~h use the individual tree aa the basic 

growth unit may be c1assffied ·as individual tree models. 
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further.•. segr.e.gated this class of.· models into . . 

· distance dependent and distance independent categories 

depending on whether or not individual tree locations are 

required tree attributes. Distance independent models may 

simulate tree growth either individually or by size classes, 

usually as a function of present size and stand level 

attributes. Detailed tree records are maintained providing 

a. great deal of. information on stand structur.e. No• general 

form has been followed in the · construction of individual 

tree distance independent models so it is di fflcul t to make 

general statements about their structure. Examples of 

distance independent m.odels are found in the work Of 

Goulding ( 1972), Stage {1973); Dale C 1975), Botkin et a.1. 

(1970}, and Alder. {l9T9}. 

Distance dependent models .. that have been developed, 

although varying in detail, have, in general, shared a 

common structure. Initial tree and stand attributes are 

input or generated and· each tree is asst gned a ooord in ate 

location. The growth of each tree is· simulated . as a 

ftmction of its size; the site quality, and a measure of 

competition from neighbors. The comp.et it ion index varies 

from· model to model but in general t.s a, function of the 

tree's . size in relation to the size of and distance to 

coI!lpetitors (hence, the need for individuaJ. tree locations). 
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Mortality may be controlled· either probabiTistiCally 

·.·deterministically as a function of competition and/or other· 

individual tree attr.ibutes. ·· Mo"dels of this type have b.een 

developed by Newnham and Smith (1964), Arney . ( 1974), Ek and 

Monserud ( 1974} ,. Hegyi {1974), Daniels and Burkhart ( 1975}, · 

Daniels et aL. (l979b}, and others. 

Individ.Ual tree distance dependent models provide very 

d•etailed records of/ stand structure and dev.eTopment. and are 

well suited for·. iriclus.ion of routines to simtilate cultural 

treatments. Silvicultural. treatments involving spa t.faT and 

competitive influences, for example, thinning, have been 

included in a. number< of individual tree distance dependent 
) 

models since • it is generally fe1 t that response follows 

directly from the competition relationships included. · 

Fertilization and site preparation options have also. been ··. 

included irisome models (e.g., Daniels ·and Burkhart 1975}.· 

Because distance depende.nt models are generally closely 

tied ·to biological .growth processes, a number· of stu.dies ·· 

have use.d these models to examine . hypotheses on tree and 

stand growth under·· conditions for which data do not 

presently exist. Mitchell ( 1978}, for example, used his 

Douglas·-.fir model (Mitchell 1975) to examine density and 

spacing.eff$cts on yield. Nance and Bey (1979) investigated 

hypothetical rotatton.;..age yield gains in loblolly pine due · 
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to geneti.cally improved' stock by incorporating> a number of 

assumptions. on the growth and interaction of improved trees 

into the model of Daniels and Burkhart (1975}. Recently, 

Thurmes (J98D) · used· this model to siml.l1ate effects of 
. . 

intensive cultural practices in . investigating optimal 

management strategies for lo.blolly pine. 

CompetitionandPointDensity.Indices 

Distance dependent individual tree .models c.onsider the 

·effects of size and spatial. patterns of .neighbors on tree 

growth through the use of some measure of competition. M1ost 

competition indioes are considered to be a measure of the 

degree t.o · which: growth resour.ce·s may be limited by the 

number, size, and prox.imity of · neighbor::i. The resources 

involved and. their absolute availability may not be weTl 

defined, but may include,. at. least conceptually, light, 

.water, nutrients, and physical . [ growing space. Other 

· compet.ition measures· have been developed which attempt to 

·quantify the relative availability .of resources .. Point:· 

density mesures are .an attempt . to· quantify· the density 

affecting a given point (or tre~) in . a stand. These 

measures may be> thought of as competition indices which 

express a tree's competitive ·status in terms usually 

associated with stand level density rneasur·es, such as··trees · 

per acre or bas.al. area per acre; 
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Staebler presented perhaps the first individual tree 

competition . index around 1950 (Gerrard 1969}. · He assume.ct 

that .each tree had a c·ircular area of influence, . which was a 

func.tion of its size, ·and that: the· degree to which this· 

influence area was overlapped by those of its neighbors was 

a measure of competitive stress. Staebler used· a linear 

·function of dbh to define the radius of the influence area 

and. measured competition by the linear overlap of influence 

areas. Most. published. competition indices since that time 

have been based on a modification of Staebler 's work, . with 

changes in the definition of the · influence radius and 

measure of overlap. 

Newnham and Smith (1964), for e.xample; bas.ed the 

influence radius on crown radius and measured cotnpetitionin 

terms of the angl~s subtended. by overlapping· crowns. 

Subsequent investigators . have used the area of influence 

. overlap (e.g. , Gerrard 1969, Keister 1971, · Arney 1974}. 

Bella (197 l) and· Ek and Mohse:rud ( 197 4) us.ed weights in 

summing area overlap so that given the same overlap area, 

larger trees would . be considered· to .·have a larger 

competitive effect than small trees. 

Hegyi ( 1974) introduced a s.imple, but effective index, 

based on the sum, over ·all competitors within a fixed 

radius, of the ratios of competitor to subject tree dbh, 



· .. :'··'· -.- ... 

·· ··divided ·by· .·· their' distance.· .·apart. Daniels .. · (1976} later 
' ' 

modTfied· this . index to: c·ons'ider · a·s· competitors. tree.s 

included by· a given angle· guage< sweep· a·round: the ·subject >. 

tree. 

Point dens.tty · measures< · have. · been · developed which 

quantify individual tree competition in terms adapted from 

·stand densit:y measilr:es.· .Spurr' s ( 1962} ·point· density· is an 

exteits·iOn of: po .. int .sampling met·hods to ·.define a· measure of. 
. . . . 

basal. area .pe.r. acre affecting:each .point (or·. tree). ·.Brown 

(19'65). · introduced a measure,.' .termed· Area. Potentially 

Avail ab-Te ·(APA}., ·which· part i ttons the · to tar stand area (and ·· 

thus associated ·resources} into that potentia.lly avaiTable 

for·. each tree. .. Thus APA.· is. essentially a ·measure of the 
. ' ; . . . . . ' 

inverse• of density,.· in t:!'ees per unit area; ar·fecting ea.c~·h: 

tree.·., Brown cal.culated APA by bisecting. intertree .di~tances 

to construct polygons. of available area.. Jack (1.962} and 

·Mead (1965} indepenct·entiy· developed s:imilar methc;>ds. ··Moore· 

(1973) modi.fled:. the. APA index . by weighting the 
•. ' . 

··Recently, Pelz.··· fl978') · introduc:ed ·. further: ·• mpd'if'ications 

including a three dimensional c.ompetltiOn model- calculated 

by multiplying APA. by, total .. tree height. , 

Glover and Hool . ( 197'9 )-

independent · inde·x based-' on~ the ratio· of a· tree's indfyidtl:al . · 
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bas?J-1 area to the average basal area in the stand. · 

an index of. competit1.on per se,. t.his index:does quantify 

:relative size positionof an individt1al·.tree.<ina. stand 

which may be higf11y related to its competitive position .• · It 

to be useful in mortality prediction for lob1o11y 

pine. 

Other· . approaches to. competition indices have been 

taken, but will not be dis.cussed due· to their J:i,mited 

applicability for ·the present problem. (See .··Daniels and 

Burkhart 1975 for additional information about .. competition 

indfces .. ) A number of studies have involved comparisons of 

various competition indice.s (see, e.g., Gerrard 1969, 

Johnson 1973, Op.Je. 1968, . Daniels. 1976, Alamoa:<g. 1978, Noone 

and Bell l98d}. In general, the r.es.ults ·· of these 

comparisons have been extremely. variable. Performance of' 
. . 

different competition indices appears to be species; and 

perhaps,> data-set: .spe9i.fic. Calculation procedures for many 

of the indices above will· be discussed in< a subsequent· 

section. 

Unifying Modeling Approaches 

To date, mudh energy has been used to debate modelir1g 

alternatives . while little eff.ort has gon·e into comparing 

them and integrating them into a unified theory. The 
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efficient use of stand modeling alternatives was stressed by 

Daniels. ···et •al. -·- (l979a}. · They compared · three. models for 

loblol1y pine,. a whole stand model, a beta pdf-based 

diameter distri'bution modeT,and an individual tree distanc.e 

dependent model and noted that all performed similarly fbr 

simple yield estimates. However the individual tree model, 

while providing greater detail and flexibility in simulating 

management alternatives, took nearly l; 400>. times as lcmg to 

execute as the whole stand model. Although guidelines are 

·given for the>efficient use of these .models,. they s.till la.ck 

an overall unifyi;ng structure and may provide inconsistent 

growth. and yield estimates when interchanged. 

A number of investigators have recognized . the 

mathematical. relationships· between the .. probability. density 

functions often ti.sect to describe diameter distributions and 

different modeling .. approaches. Strub and Burkhart (1975} 

developed a class,..interval-free method for obtaining 

expected stand yield estimates ·from pdf' s. used to describe 

diameter distributions. Thus,·. they provided .a' link be.tween· 

pdf~based diameter distribution models and whoJ.estandyieTd 

models.. Work is currently underway in developing methods 

for "recovering"pdfparameters.from whole stand attributes 

(Hytnk 1980, Frazier 1 1980). Recently, Bailey (1980) 

1Frazier,. J. R. Personal Communications~ 
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·• · . ,·presertt.e,<t; the . diameter ·.growth r:elatiobshfps·· :tm~p.lied by a. · · 
,_:number: of· ..• assume-d: p~f's,. providing a partia-L link >b'etWE;!etr 

·•·. diameter· dis,tribution:. methods a,nd inqi.vfdua1 · tree · growth .· 
·.models: ...•.•..... 

An attempt> at: an· integrated' system' .of. stand models··. i·:f. 
included in the CARP (Computer Assisted Res·ource Planning) 

System. developed· in Canada (Glew .. ·et . aL 1976 ). . K · 

··. c·ompattble system. of.· g:ro:wth.model.s;. ranging fr:om · :::;imple. 
. . . . ' . . .· .. .. ·. .. 

···· ··.·. field · equations> 'to ~ iridtv.idual tre·e models;' was developeci. · . ·· 

s·pecif1cal1Y' to . take .·· advantage-: .Qf the· . mer"i,ts or· '.each' . . . . . 

···modeling· approach. 

The most c:ompre.hensive. example o'f a trµlY:· tntegra.ted 

system of stand'.: mode:ls. is·· the growth model. iric:Lude:d· in FREP> 
":...· 

·{Eores-t Re~our~es Evaluation·· Program)· (Leary·· l979).. PREP 

wa·s designed as· .. a general. system· of models:. to· project fore.st 

growth · from inventory. records, at• varying .. levels · o:f 

resolution; f'Ot'':. nearly. every c:onceiv:ab.ie st.and type or. ·· . 

conditlon. in the·· Lake States.,·· The system .· i~· ofiiven by ·)3: .· 

system: of simultaneo'Us difference . E;!quati<:>ns. · In the · 

Simplest ca~e. Oll€ difference equation may·· be '.~s·e<f''f';or. whofe ·· ·· 
( . 

stand· growth estimates for stands of· single ·. species 

.· • compps ~ti on. . Mi'xed stands are· .. modeled u~ ihg ·two or ,more 

.: equations .of .. tb:e· same form• The system . is:. designed:~. su·ch 

. that~·· ·t-heo·reti·Cally,. ·it may.·· b.e expan9ed to' ··include · one .. · . . . 

eqi.ra·tfon' ~or·'.' each tree·' to yteld. an individual tree level ' 

•.·. : 
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model. The differe.nce. equa~ion used describes a growth 

potential multiplied by a modifier to estimate realized tree· 

( indi vtdual or aggregate) growth. When the size of and 

distances to neighbors are. included ·in the growth modifier 

function ·the model becomes di stance dependent. Thus, the 

FREP system provides a unified theoretical structure for 

models ranging fr.om. whole s.tand models. to individual tree 

distance dependent.models. 



METHODS 

Model Structure 

An integrated system of stand models. must involve an 

overall mathematical structure common to all levels of 

resolution desired. A "telescoping" system is proposed in 

which a highly detailed overall model is developed and its 

components. are "collapsed" around this. common structure to 

provide structurally compatible models at each •.. successively 

lower stage of. resolution~ 

The model. of highest resolution in this ·system. should 

be closely tied to biological . growth processes . and must be 

of suffient detail and flexibility to ensure that it will 

provide growth and· yield estimates for the most intensive 

management. r.egimes under. consideration,. for example,. those 

involving spatial and competitive influences. Thus, we are< 

led> to initially consider a distance dependent individual 

tree model, such as that developed by Daniels and Burkhart· 

(1975}. ·In such models tree growth and su'rvival probability 

are simulated as functions of size, site factors, and· an 

index ·representing the tree's competit.ive position. This 

competition index, generally a function of the size of and 

19 
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distance t.o neighboring trees, quantifies ·.the degree to 

which growth resources are available, or limited, for 

individual tree growth. 

A . point density measure which possesses a readi.ly 

interpretable stand-level d.ensity analog. (e ~g .. , trees. or 

basal area per· unit area.) is highly desirable as .an initial 

choice for the competition index. "Gollapsin•g" point 

density · to stand density eliminates. the dependence on 

intertree distances~·· resulting in a di stance ihdependent 

individual tree model. Previous studies (e.g., Johns.on 

1973, Moore et aL · 1973} have indicated that point density 

measure·s based Oh stand density units compare favorably with 

other competition. indices in terms of their relatiortship 

with tree growth .. A distance independent index of a tree's 

relative size position (Glover and Hool 1979) may also be 

important in ·maintaining individual tree growth .char;.. 

acteristics when c01laps1ng from a distance dependent to a . 

distance iride~Ye,ndent mod.el. 

The adoption of' point· densi tyarid distance independent 

measures. as competition models provide a major link between 

distance dependent and distance independent stand models. 

Because of .the importance. of these :relationships, an 

intensive evaluation and comparison of 11 collapsab1e.11 point· 

de'nsity measures, other competition indices, and distance 
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·independent siz.e. position ind1ce~ was ~conducted: .and will: :be··.. · 
. . . : . . . . . 

. presented in. subsequ·ent .. sectJons. <' 

··The individual.:. tree .distance independent· model can- be:·. 
.. . . . . . ~ . . ' -

collapsed dimens·ional:Iy · to consi·oer: .trees> in size classes;. · ..• · · . . . . . . 

thus. providing,' a s·ize· class: pr0Jec•tion.mode1 •. Iz:i· this. ne~t· 

. lower. stage of resolution fndi vid.ual tree· growth equattons. 

are applied to mean dimens·io:hs in .each size· class:~> Survival 

probability simp:.I.ifles' tO> the" proportion .. of: trees in the 

size piass surviving·· to the: next year·~ A :reiative size 
. I . 

position index wo·uld be·a:pplic.able· to .size· c·lass:ctimensions.: 
. . . : . . . . . . . . .· 

.. Depending ·· on th.e: mathematical form . of .the .·growth·· models 
. . 

. . . 
chosen pdf-ba:sed, size class mode1s may· ·also be obtained. 

. . . . 

. us:hng: relationships. descrJbed by Batley. ( 1'980'),~. 
' Finally, a stand: level· model,· at th·e lowest .level. of 

. . . 
resolution consi:derf?d,, ·· is .. oht:ained· · by' collap:sing the · 

dimens•ions of the mo.del. t.o· one "average" tree~ The size· 

positi.otr index · collapses to a constant. Tree ·•· growth . · 

equations· .are ... appl:ied 
:" . . . . . . to the · ·.stand ' s· · average tree. · 

~ . . ·. . 

dimensions. ·The survival. equati,on indicates· the. proportion. > 
... ... ·.· . . . '·· 

of all trees .surviving to the frext year~ ·· . 
In each case, unit area yields are obtaTned by applying· 

·· known tr<ee volume· equations to tree or average dimensions, · 

summing over the portion: of: the .stand·. of interest· (for all·· 
' . . . . . 

but .. whOle starid. mode'ls) : and ··applyihg' ·.appropr.i~te·' exp~rision 

factors~ 

.·:· .... 
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The central unifying mathematical · structure in all 

model forms discussed above lies in the use of a common set 

of tree growth .and survival functions.· ... As resolution. is 

reduced arguments ~n these functions are collapsed from tree 

to stand. interpretations and the number of times · the 

functions are evaluated is reduced with the dimensionality 

of the model. Because . these functions provide the common 

mathematical structure for models of all resolution they 

mus~ be carefully chosen. In a subsequent section variables 

affecting growth will be examined in light of a number of 

different growth concepts and models. 

Whereas struc.tural compatibility between models of 

different resolution levels may be attained· in the above 

manner, the problem of numerical consistency remains. In 

c.ollapsing from tree to stand ··level attributes 

inconsistencies may be introduced which are. related to 

assuming central values of the distributions of tree 

attributes. In general, given a set of items with many 

attributes, for example a tree, the item assocfated with the 

mean of one attribute is not necessarily the· same as that 

associated with the mean of another attribut$. If the 

distribution of each attribute is symetrical then this 

property is assured. In the present.context, consider that 

the tree of mean· diameter is not. necessarily the tree of 
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point de:psXtyr. basal· · area, height, · or volume •. 

Inconsistencies introduoed in this manner are serious if, l:)y 

adopt in$° central ·Values,> systematic biases are·. int:roducedo 

This ma.y · be the case. when assuming the tree o.f< average 

growth dimensions (e.g.~ .diameter and height) represents the 

tree of average volume, for example. Numerical consistency 

will be addressed in te:rms of parameter estimation and model 

. application in later. discussions. 

Problems arise because the dimensions of measurement 

· and growth (diameter or ba·saT area and height) a.re, not the 

· dimensions of ultimate interest (volume}.· The choice of 

basal area as. the growth unit, rather. than diameter, may be 

argued· on the basis< that it is. generally considered to be 

more closely related to Volume than is diameter. Surely, 
., 

when considering · increasing xylem cell. area as. a growth 

process basal area is . just as valid a growth unit as is 

diameter·. Strub (197.6} presented additional · justification 

for considering basaJ(. area as a modeling unit and noted that 
' . . 

distributions of .· basa.r area:• was .often symet:rical, .pompared· · 

to skewed diameter distributions. 

Data 

The data. useo· in this study are from. a mutual 

competition study at the North Louisiana Hill Farm 
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Experiment Statton near Homer,. Louisiana. These data were 

obtained thr<Ough a cooperative agreement betwee.n Virginia 

Tech, t.s~u., and Weyerhaeuser .. Company for the purposes of 

testing: competition .. models and preliminary development of 

integrated; stand model structures. 

The mutual competition study at the Hill Farm 

Experiment Station . was established in the winter of 

1957.;.1958. Existing pine and hardwood stems on an abandoned 

crop f.Ield were cut and stumps were burned .. · Se.edlings 

raised at the Hill Farm from seed collected in ·natural. 
' stands in Northern Louisiana were plant.ed a.t a 6 x 6 foot 

. spacing. In the Fall of 1962 twenty, 0. 25 acre plots . with 

buffer strips were established. Four of . these plots were 

thinned to 1000 trees per acre and the other sixteen were 

thinned to 600 trees per acre. Twelve of these sixteen 

plots were thinned to 300 trees per acre wben a .1 inch 

diameter growth di.fference was detected . between the two 

treatments. Of these. twelve plots, eight were thinned to 

200 trees per acre us.ing the same diameter growth cr.iterion .. 

Similarly, four of these eight plots were thinned to · 100 

trees per acre. Thus, by1965, each of the five treatments, 

1000, 600, 300, 200, and 100trees per acre were represented 

by four replications .(Table 1) (Sprinz et .al. 1979)• 
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TABLE J. Summary of. stand development for the Hill .Farm mutual · · 
c ompet i ti on . s tudy1 

Treatment 
(trees/acre} 

1000 
600 
300 
200 
lOO 

1000 
600 
300 
200 
lOO 

Age (years) 

5 6 7 8 9 TO 13 20 

---------:..-'."-Trees Sqrvivingper Ac;re---------------
991 990 990 99.0 988 981 927 662 
600 600 600 600 599 599 593 523 
594 594 300 299 299· 299· 296 287 
.596 595, 299 201 20l 201 201 198· 
596 596 299 99 99 99 99 98 

----- .. ---""-·Basal Area· per AC:re (ft2/acreJ- .. -'- ..... -.,. .. ----
25A ·40.0 59.l 78.2 93.5 109.4 127.8 161.3 
17.2 29.8 45.9 63.5 78.0 92.7 113.8 159.4 
16.5 28 .. .6·' 25.4 37.7 49. l 60.6 85.6 137. 2 
15.8 26.A 23.8 25.7 34;5 45.0 58.3 ·.T20A 
17.4 29.8 26~0 T5~3 2T. 7 30.3 51.5 96 . .4 

Ioatasummaries from:Sprinzetq.l. 1979. 
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Diameter ·at hr.east height (dbh) was measured on all 

live trees annually from 1962 through l967and again. in 1970 

and 1977~ Total height· was ini tia1ly recorded for . each 

tree, .but subsequent measurements.· included only a sample of 

total tree heights. Mortality was tabulated by measurement 

year for each tree. In 1977 each plot was stem-mapped and 

tree crown class and stem quality codes were assigned. 

The development of the mutual competition study plots, 

by density treatment, has been well-documented by Sprinz et 

al. (1979). They noted that the density treatments , 

significantly affected dbh growth and height growth (Table 

2). Mortality was negligible for the three lowest 

densities, but ·reached 33 percent by age 20 for the 1000 

. trees per aore treatment and 13 percent for the 600 trees 

per acre treatment. Basal area per acre was also. affected 

by treatment (Table 1 ) • The lower density plots had. a 

higher rate of basal area increase. By age 20 the 1000 

trees per acre .and 600 trees per acre treatments had 

converged i:n terms of basal area; primarily due tcY mortality 

(Sprinz et al. 1979}. 

In. the present study, these growth d.ata were prepared 

for calculation of a number of competition indices. Missing 

heights were filled in using the relationship 

lnH = b0 ·+ b 1/D 
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TABLL.2 ~ Average .tree size development· for the Hill Farm mutua 1 
competition study1 

Treatment 
(trees/acre) 

1000·· 
600 
300 
200 
100 

1000 
600 
300 
200 
100 

Age (years) 

5 6 7 8 9 10 13 20 

---------------Averag~ Dbh (inches}-----~------------

2.2 2.7 3.3 3.8 4.2 4.5 5.0 6.7 
2.3 3.0 3.7 4.4 4.9 5.3 5 .. 9 7.5 
2.2 J.O 3.9 4.8 5.5 6.J T.3 9 .. 4 
2.2: 2.8 3.8 4.R 5:.6 6.4 T.9 10.~6. 

2.3 3 .• 0 4.0 5.3 6:3 T.4 9.8 13.4 

:---.,,--"------::---Average Height(feet}-----------------
11.1 14.6 18.6 22.6 26.2 29.8 38.3 53.7 

. n .. s is.a 20.1 24.4 28.4 32.T 40.6 54.2 
11.9 15.6 19.8 2¢.0 27.8. 31.5 40~8 59~2 

ll .4 15.0 19.3 23.6. 27.2 30·,9 40.7 59A 
n.9 15.8. 19.7 24.3. 27.3 31.5 41.0 62.0 

1Data summaries fr.om Sprinz et tl· (1979). 
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where 

H - total height 

D = diameter breast height. 

Comparisons of· these estimated regression . lines for 

each plot, at each age, ind.icated no problem$, such as 

crossing within the range of prediction for adjacent ages. 

Therefore. separate regressions were used for each plot at 

each age to fill in missing height information. 

Competition and Point Density Calculations 

The proposed integrated system of. models requires a 

distance dependent index of competition at the highest level 

of resolution. To collapse the highest level model to lower 

levels of resolution, the competition measure must take on a 

distance independent or stand level interpretation. In this 

section various competition indices, point density measures, 

and distance independent indices were evaluated and compared 

on the basis of tree growth and survival relationships<using 

the Hill Farm data. 

A computer program, COMPS, was written in standard 

FORTRAN to calculate several variations of five different 

general families of competition and point density indices 

including 
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1.. distance-independent size position indices (Glover 
and Hool 1979); 

2. distance dependent area. overla.p competition 
indices ,(e.g. , Arney: 1973,. Ek and Monserud l9T4J; 

3. distance dependent size· ratio/distance competition· 
indices- (Hegyi J974, Daniels 1976}; 

4. Spurr's point density (Spurr 1962}; and 

5. Area Potentially Available 
indices (Brown 1965, Moore 

. 1978). 

(APA) 
et al~ 

or polygon 
1973, Pelz 

COMPS was used to calculate each lndex for each tree on each 

plot at each measurement .. period after treatments were 

establ1shed resulting in over 50 measures of >competition on 

.each of the over 14, 000 growth records. Edge effects on 

distance . dep.enderrt index values for border trees were 

controlled by a.translation of plot borders(Monserud andEk 

1979). Predic.ted . heights were used only where actual 

heights were missing. The indices examined are described 

below. 

Distanceindependent·Indices 

Glover and Hool (1979) defined their· distance inde-

pendent Basal Area Ind·ex as 

G. = 1 

TI" (Di/2}2 

n. . 
TI"{[(_£ Dj)/n]/2}2 

J =l .· . 
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o:r equivalently, 

where 

G. 
l 

D. 
l 

D 

= 

= 

= 

= 

D.2 
1 

the 

the 

the 

Basal Area .Index 

dbh of tree i 

a:rithrnetic mean 

f o:r tree i 

dbh on the plot. 

. They interpreted this index as the :ratio of a tree's basal 

area to the basal area of a tree with mean dbh, on a given 

plot. 

A variation to this index . was . calculated which 

considers the :ratio of a tree's basal area to the mean.basal 

area on the plot, or 

GB .. = 
l n 

( l: D. 2 )/n 
J=l J 

Similar indices were also calculated based on :ratios of tree 

height to mean height, tree height to mean height of 

dominant and codominant trees, and squared dbh times height 

to its mean. 
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Crown ratio*> defined as the ratio of live crown length 

to total height, is a natural distance independent index of 

a tree's ·photosynthetic potential. · It is not a competition 
. . . 

index, but it does integrate the effects of ·competition in a 

measure which directly indicates a tree's v.igor and it.is 

. highly related to growth (Daniels and Burkhart .1975, Leary 

1979) . 

· Crown· lengths were not measured annually in the Hill 

Farm data so that crown length and thus. cr·own ratio were not 

observed variables. . Feduccia et al. (1979) presented 

equatiorts for· estimating crown. ratio for loblol1y pine in 

the Hill F.arm region. These equations were used to estimate 

··crown ratio for each tree· at each age: 

~ -x 
CRi - 1. - exp.JDi/D) ln(l-CR) 

where 

CRi = crown ratio 

D. 
l = dbh 

D = mean dbh 

CR = bo + b1· loglO Hn + b2 log10 A + b3 log10 TS 

X = co + C1 log10 HD + c2 loglO A + c3 log10 TS 

HD - average height of dominant and codlminant 

A = plantation age 

TS = surviving number· of trees. per acre 
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. bk, ck .... pegres~sion coe.ffic.iepts'' prese_nt·ect'. by 

Feduccia et al. 1979• 

Area ·overlap lndlces 

The area overlap. indices of Arney ( 1973) .· and Ek and 

Monserud (1974) were. calculated•> Both are based on the 

overlap· of open gro.l'.'m, cr·own areas (Fig.ure 1). .The op~n 

grown crown radfus:· was·.- predicted for .each tree as a· function· 

of. dbh. (Strub et aT. -·-·.-·· .. 
1975). Arn.ey' s . ( 1973) index · was 

· c·alcula ted. as 

·where 

A1 .. -1 .· 

n 
r a. ij. +. cA1 

j.=1.' 
l.0'0 •. ···-------------

CA' .. ' ·.· 1 

Ali - Arney's a~ea overlap index for subject tree i 

aij - area .of overlap betwe.en sub'ject tree i and · 

competitor J · 

CA1 - open grown crown area: of' subject tree i 

n = the number of competitors {defined by· overlap).· 

,Note• tha.t• Arney's· (1973} index has a mintmurn value of · lOO 
·. • • '7 • . • 

when there is· no· overlap of projected open gr.own crowns •. · 
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FIGURE 1. Selection of competitorsfor influence area: 
overlap competition indices:. 

... 1- - .... 
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. . . 

In the index · of Ek . and Monserud ( 197 4), the overlap 

terms a~e weighted by the. relative size of . competitors to 

the subject tree· as 

where 

R.H. 
J J ) /GA. 

R H . 1 
. i i 

A·2 . = Ek and Monserud's weig_hted index for tree i .1 

H =total height 

R = open grown crown radius. 

· Siz:e Ratio/Distance Indices 

Hegyi (1974) . introduced a simple competition index 

· calculated a:s 

where · 

n 
E (DJ·/Di)/LiJ. 

j=l ' 

C1i = Hegyi's index of.competition for subject tree i 

D = dbh 

Lij - distance between subject tree i and competitor j 

n = number of competitors. 

Hegy.i originally defined n as the number. of trees within a. 

fixed radius of the subject tree. ·Daniels ( 1976) modified 

. ··~cl . 
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the index to include as competitors all trees in a fixed 

angle gauge sweep around the subject tree (Figure 2). The 

above index was calculated, using a basal area 'factor (BAF) 

10 (ft 2 /acre) angle gauge to define competitors, as were 

modifications based on squared dbh and/or squared distance. 
i 

Spurr's Point Density 

Spurr (1962) introduced a measure of point density 

which considered the basal area per unit area affecting one 

point or tree. This index was calculated as 

n 
s1i = 75. 625 z:: ( j - 1 /2) 

j=l 

D.2 
J 

2 L .. lJ 

where n includes all competitors in an angle guage sweep 

around the subject tree (Figure 2). 

considered 4, 5, and 6 diopter sweeps. 

Spurr originally 

In the present 

study, sweeps of 3~03 (corresponding to a 10 BAF angle 

guage), 4 and 5 diopters were compared. 

Point density expression s .. lJ does not include the 

subject tree. A modified point density estimate th~t 

includes the subje.ct tree was also calculated and is given 

by 

n 
s2i = 75.625 z:: (j + 112) 

j=l 

D.2 
J 

2 Lij 
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·competitor 3. 

Competitor l 

FIGURE 2. Selectio.n of competitors for distance ratio/size 
competition indices and Spurr's po.int density. ·· 

.'··.' 
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. Area Potentially Ava·ilable or Polygon Indices 

Brown ( 1965) introduced the polygon me.thod as a point 

derisity measure~ Polygons are constructed around the 

subject tree by the intersection of the 9erpehdicula~ 

bisectors of the· distance between the subje.ct · tree and 

competitors (Figure 3) and polygon area is ca.lculated from 

the cordinates of the polygon~ vertices~ ~ Polygons are 

. mutually exclus.i ve. and collectively exhaustive of the total 

area. Thus, the individual polygon areas sum to the total 

area. 

Moore et al. ( 1973) modified the index so that the - -
division of distances· was weighted by tree size, as. 

where 

1 .. = lJ 

1 .. lJ = 

Lij = 

D = 

n.2 
1 

---------. . Li j 

the 

mid 

n.2 + n.2 
1 . J 

distance from 

point between 

subject 

tree i 

tree i to the 

and competitor 

the distance between subject tree i and 

tor j 

··dbh. 

weighted 

j 

qompeti-
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0 0 

0 

0 0 

FIGURE 3. Polygons constructed by bisecting intertree 
distances. ' 
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-_Pelz (1978) introduced other weighting -~actors, such as dbh, 

total height, he·ight times dbh, and height - times s·quared 

dbh, as well as-a·th~ee dimensional index calculated as the 

polygon-area ~ultiplied by total height. 

The assymetric di v.ision of intertree distances 

resulting from weighting -by tree sizes may lead to areas not 

assigned to any tree or open areas (Figure 4). Thus, 

weighted _polygon- construction leads to polyg.ons which are 

mutually exclusive, but may not be collecti ve1y exhaustive · 

of the stand area. 

Indices were calculated - based on Brown's (1965') 

original ·method of constructing polygons -- and based on 

. polygon·s with the division of ihtertree distances weighted 

by dbh, dbh squared (or basal area), dbh squared times 

height, -- open grown -crown radius, and open grown crown area. 

_ Polygon area was calculated for each of these variations. 

In addition, the three-dimensional growing space indices o-f 

Pelz (1978) •were• calculated by multiplying each of the above 

area indices by total height. 

Mead (1965) introduced the notion that not only the 

area of the - polygon; but the shape of the poJ ygon and 

position of the pla,n.t within the polygon may be important in 

describing growth. He presented two additional. meas.ures 

_ associated with the · polygon area which describe 
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0 

0 0 

FIGURE 4. Polygons constructed by weighting. the division of 
intertree distances by tree size. 
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"ec.circu1arity" or . the extent to which the polygon is 

eliptical rather than circular, and "abcentrici ty" or the 

degre.e to which the plant tends toward the vertices, rather 

than the center, of the polygon. Both of these auxiliary 

indices were calculated for each polygon. 

Competition Analyses 

. The relationship between competition and tree growth is 

of major importance in selecting a competition index for 

stand ~odeling. All of the indices calculated were 

evaluated and compared on the basis of simple correlation 

and contribution to multiple correlation (in the presence of 

tree size and stand density measures) with annual dbh and 

basal area growth. Only observations which included no 

border effects for all indices were included in these 

analyses. Average growth values were used for observations 

in which the measurement period was greater than one year. 

For all valid t~ees and growth measurements the 

product-moment. or Pearson correlation coefficient ( r) was 

calculated between each index and observed annual increment 

in dbh and basal area to provide estimates of overall 

correlation. In addition, changes in correlation between 

the indices and growth were examined by density treatment 

and over age. 



Wherea.s simple correlations provide useful comparisons, 

in practice;.· competition measures are generally use.d to 

.predict growth when other growth predictors, such as present 

tree size and stand density, are alr~ady knowni 

Contributions to mult'iple correlation, in the presence O·f 
l 

tree size and sta.nd. density measures,· were examined in an 

iterative manner with.multiple linear regression procedures, 

usinKambdel of th~ form. 

where 

ti X observed increment (in dbh or basal area) 

CI - competition or point de-nsi ty measure 

S - tree size (dbh or bas~l area) · 

SD ::: stand density measure (basal area per acre and 

trees per ac·re) 

This model was estimated with consecutively increasing . 

numbers of terms to evaluate the contribution of the 

competition measure in the presence of, first, tree size, 

.and then tree size and· stand density. The model was also 

~stimated in each case without the competition term to 

determine the contribution of. tree size and stand density. 

·' 
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Indices were eva:iu8:ted; aI1d· ~~mpar·ed on the ba~Js of their 
· .. · '• . 

contribution .. to · the coefficient of determination 

interpreted here ·as the 'squared· multiple correlatl.c;>n ·. 

coefficient. ·The relative significance level (p) of the b 

coefficients were also examined. 

Distance depend~nt. indices were· furtner compared on the 

basi~ of their cont~ibution to correlation in the presence 

off a ·distance- independent index and crown ratio~ Two 

additional terms, . b 4G, and b5CR were added · to the · above 

model, where G r·epresents a distance independent index 

similar to that of Glover and Hool ( 1979) and CR is crown 

ratio. 

Execution time· is a major concern in deciding·· among 

mod~ls of different levels of. resolutiori~ particularly 

distance dependent mod·els. The· t in:ie required by program 

COMPS to calculate the indices above at each measurement 

period, was determined for ea.ch plot. The~e · time estimates 

reflect not only the· .efficiencies of the indices themselves, 

but · of the algorithms used to calculate. them.~ More 

efficient algorithms may . exist for any of the indices. 

However, these comparisons offer some insight into the 

relative costs.of competition calculations. 

Finally, the compet.i ti on indices were evaluated on the 

basis of point density considerations. The relationship 
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between point density measures' and' stand; densfty m~,a~ures::" 

.· ... was .examined. Var.ious modifications:; combinat.:ton·s., 
',' .' .,·, •, . ' ·' " and· 

.; .. ,··.: 

auxiliary measures associated with. these. rela.t.ion:ships were ,_.; . 

. · ··also\ investigated. 
.· 1·· 

» ;-

Growth Relationships 

The li.near models presented .. earlier are·.· us~ful in 

determining· the relative contribution of ,different :variables 

alternative variaples which may be. 1;1sefu1 in growth 

.. ," ~ 

:.:·,·, '.· .. · "' 

modeling. However, ··relationships between .• measures Of tre'e · 

size, competition, and growth are almost certainly nonlinear 

in ·nature. Further;. each variable used in growth> mbd~:l ing_ . · 

must be examined in· 1 ight of the components of gr~wth · whi.dh-· 
it .attempts to describe. By retevatit ·growth 

be constructed empirically which ·have some biological b~:s1$'. ·. 
: ·. .· . ' .. ' 

and behave well with respect tq .. observed growth ph~nomena. 

One. concept which has been useful in mod~.1-ihg:;, .... · .· 
.. ' .... , ·'·' 

··individual tree growth is that growth can be :r>epresented ,by 

the produc.t · of potential. growth multiplied by a· mo~lfier 

function (Daniels and Burkhart 1975, Leary 1979).. The 

·potential for growth may be cons.idered to be based on the: 

q l :.t d · t"ty of: res··o· urces a·.va··1·1.·able ... fof. •gro .. wth . ua .1 y an · quan i . · · ·. .. · . ·. 

\ .'·· 

- __ i. 

·;! 

·.··. \ 
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and/or growth in the absence of competition. The modifier 

function then serves to modify the potential to correspond 

to the individual's ability to use these· resources, current 

size, and competitive position. 

In the pre.sent· context, a tree's potential may be a 

function of site quality, age, open grown size 

relationships, and its. share of the total resource· base. 

The modifier may be a function of a tree's individual size 

or relative size, photosynthetic potential~ and a measure Of 

competition from neighbors. 

Another useful concept in growth modeling relates 

growth rate tQ the difference between conBtructive and 

destructive. metabo1 ism. The Chapman-Richards generalization 

of Von Bertalanffy's classical growth equation (Pienaar and 

Turnbull 1973) quantifies this relationship as 

where 

dX 

dt 

x 
t 

b1 

b2 

m 

= 
= 

= 
= 
= 

a measure of size 

time 

constructive metabolism rate 

destructive metabolism rate 

allometric constant. 
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The; equation states., that the· rate. of growth. in x is: the··. 
. ,: · .... · . . . 

· .. difference betwe~n'. ·constructive. metabo;lfsm, .·as :represented 
<> 

by a rate constant times an allometric re'lationship ··.·with 
. . ' 

size, and destr>uctive metabolism) represented by a rate 

constant times size. 

By combining the two concepts above, an empirical 

.·growth model can be derived. lf one cons:iders b1and,b2,.in 

. the Chapman-Richards model functions of . the. resour>ces 
" available for metabolism, then a potenti:at funQt:Lon· may be 

factor·ed out to. yield the: empirical growth functicm 

. where. 

t.X - growth 

. AXP = potential growth 

Thus the form of· the modifier in the original relationship 

'.is maoe to be a function of the di.fference betweer:r 

c.onstructive and ·aestruc·ti ve terms. 

If potential is based on resources then an area based 

index such ·as APA may be incorporated to determine th·e 

"piece of the pie"' al.located to the tree and may be 

asso·ciated with · b 1 and/or. b2 above. .The constructive 

coefficient; b 1 , may be related to the tree's relative er-own. 

... , ... ; 

\ . 

. · . \' 
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size: or c.rown ratio. Finally the des,tructive or.· negative 

coefficient ·. h 2 may be related to ¢ompetLtion or resource· 

demand. 

By considering components of growt~ and measures 

asso.ciated with gro'wth 'in a· logical manner the concepts of' 
' 

. growth · potential, realized growth, resource qualityr 

resource· quantity, corriJ?etit1ori, .· an'd. constructive and: 

.';> destruct:ive components· of> metabolism, have been incorpor:ated 

in an empirical model of tree growth. In addition, the t·ole· 

of observed and calculated variables in describing growth 

was defined by their logical relationship with model 

.coefficients. 

. :. 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Competition Analyses 

Each of the competition and point density indices 

calculated and previously discussed proved to be. 

significantly correlated with annual dbh and basal area 

growth (p < .0001). In many cases a single variation within 

a family of indices proved uniformly superior to all others 

in the family in terms of simple and multiple correlat.ions 

with growth (Appendix I, II). This was true for Spurr' s 

(1992) point density and the size ratio/distance indice,s of 

Daniels (1976). In both cases correlations were greatest 

when a 10 (ft2 /acre) BAF angle guage was used to choose 

competitors. Spurrts point density calculated by excluding 

the subject tree had higher correlation than when calculated 

by including the subject tree. As was found by DanieJ s • 

(1976), the ratio of diameters divided by distance was more· 

highly correlated with growth than were similar measures 

involving diameter· and/or distance squared. Weighted 

polygon or APA indices (e.g.,· Moore et al. · ·t 973J ·had · 

uniformly higher correlations than unweighted APA (Brown 

1965) and three-dimensional indices (Pelz, 1979). In other 

48 
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cases, however, several indices within a family had very 

similar results. For instance, it would be difficult to 

choose between relative size indices based on basal area, 

height, or squared diameter times height or between APA 

indices weighted by basal area or squared diameter times 

hei&ht (Appendix I, II). 

Simple Correlations with Growth 

In general, the distance dependent indices were more 

hi'ghly correlated with growth than the di stance independent 

measures (Table 3). Crown ratio, however, had.the highest 

overall correlation wit,n dbh growth of any measure examined 

(.7703) and was as highly correlated with basal area growth 

as any except the APA measures. Of the distan~e independent 

relative size indi8es, the ratio of basal area to mean basal 

area (GB) was more highly correlated with growth than the 

original squared diameter to squared mean diameter ratio of 

Glover and Hool ( 1979). Ratios based on height to mean 

height, and squared dbh times height to its mean had 

correlations similar to those of the basal area ratio index 

(GB). The ratio of height to mean dominant height (average 

height of dominants and codominants) (GHD) had the highest 

correlations of this family of indices (Table 3). 



TABLE 3. Correlation of various competition and point density indices with annual growth 
of ]oblolly pine. 

Type of 
Index 

Distance Independent 

Relative Size 

Crown Ratio 

Distance Dependent 

Area Overlap 

Dbh Ratio/ 
Distance 

Spurr 1 s Point 
Density 

Area Potentially 
Available 

Symbol 

GB 
GHD 
CR 

A 1 
Az 

cl 

s, 
S2 

pl 
P2 

Authors 

Variation of 
Glover and Hool (1979) 

Arney ( 1973) 
Ek and Monserud (1974) 

Daniels ( 1976) 

Spurr ( 1962) 
Spurr (1962) 

Brown (1965) 
Moore et al. -- (1973) 

Remarks 1 

-B./B 
1 

Hi/HD 
CL./H. 

1 . 1 

Unweighted overlap 
Weighted overlap 

Dj 
I:{~)/Lij 

1 

Excluding subject 
Including su~ject 

Unweighted polygon 
Weighted b,y basal 

tree 
tree 

area 

Correlation Coeffi-
Ci ent { r) with 

growth in 
Dbh B 
· · n = 6490 

.2355 .4332 

.3057 .4937 

.7703 .4772 

,,-.6604 -.4347 
-.6316 -.4920 

- . 6872 -.5574 

-.7143 -.4175 
-.6545 -.3807 

.3329 .6367 

.3888 .7463 

1 ~Jhere B = tree basal area; H = tree height; HD = ayerage height of dorninant and cocjomincmt trees; 
CH = crown ratio; CL = crown length; D = dbh; L = distance. · · 

\JI 
0 
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The indices representing competitive stress, those with 

negative correlations· with growth (area overlap, size 

ratio/distance, Spurr's point density), were much more 

highly correlated with diameter growth than APA, which 

represents competitive advantage. But APA vari9.tions had 

considerably higher · correlations with basal· area growth, 

tha.n did any of the other measures. 

Interestingly, among distance dependent indices, the 

highest overall correlations with dbh growth (-.7143). and 

basal area growth (.7438) were with Spurr's (1962}.point 

density and weighted APA (Moore et al. 1973}, respectively; 

both are measures of point density. The other distance 

dependent indice.s (area overlap and size ratio/distance 

indices) had correlations with growth which were higher in 

magnitude, but similar in rank to those reported by Daniels 

. (1976) for loblolly pine. 

The presence· of five different density t~eatments 

( 1000, 600, 300, 200, and 100 trees per acre) offered the. 

opportu:ni ty to examine ·. competition-growth correlations b)7 · 
/ 

density class. Simple correlations were calculated by 

dens.i ty treatment. For each index, correlations with both 

diameter and basal area were nearly constant over density, 

with a slight peak at the 300 trees per acre treatment. The 

indices maintained the same relative ranking, · over all 

densities, as initially shown in Table 3. 
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. . 
CorrelationE! · .. between growth and competition measure.s 

·were· also examined over age. · It was hypothesize.ct that the 

correlation between . growth and distanc~e dependent cotn,_ 

petiti.on measures should.be small at young ages.and increase 

as intraspebifiO competition begins. ·This is shown rather 

dramatically in Figure 5. 

The competitive stress indices (A 1,. c1, arid s 1·) and the 

unwe:ighted itPA index _(P 1) each start· out with very low 

/ c"orrelations. with· basal area growth at age five and increase .... 

until they peak at·• about age nine or ten.. Growth during the · 

early years is apparently more highly related to a tree's 

rel.ati ve size as shown by the distance ;i.ndepen.dent si?e 

< · . posltion index _·(GB} •. • This index is more 'highly correlat.ed 
.. 

with basal areagrowth than the.others until about age eight 

and. reaches. a low point. at age ten. The weighted APA index 

( P2.), .both a measure of a tree's comp.eti tive position 

(growing area) and size dominance (due to weightil).g}, 

·· .. apparently incorporates both relationships and maintains ·the 

hi.ghestoorrelatfon at all ages. 

It should be noted that b~low age seven only the 

highest densities ( 1000 and 600 trees per' acre) are 
. . .· .· 

represented.· Data from the 300 trees pE;!r acre treatment.· .. 

enter the calculations ··. at age seven and those.· from the 

remainlng tr·eatments ( 200 and 100 ·trees per acre) enter· at 

·, .=-· 
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FIGURE 5. Absblute value of correlation coefficients of competition indices with basal 
area growth by age. 
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age eight. However, it is likely that data from these low 

density plots would tend to increase the growth correlations 

for ·the distance independent index, while decreasing the 

correlations for the distance dependent indices. The 

opposite was observed. Also, the values of basal area 

growth at age ten represent the average growth, from age ten 

to thirteen and those at age thirteen represent the average 

growth from age thirteen to twenty. This might· explain the 

slight decreases in correlatioh values after age nine. 

Strub et al. (1975) demonstrated a relationship 

between crown closure, as indicated by Crown Gompeti ti on 

Factor ( GCF) (Kraj1cek et al. 1961), and the age when 

average diam.eter growth first deviates from that of open 

grown trees. This typically occurred at about age eight or 

nine. In their loblolly pine growth simulation, Daniels and 

Burkhart (1975) used this result to determine the age when 

intra-specific competition begins and when to start cµ:inual 

growth calculations incorporating a competition index. The 

results of competition and growth correlati~ns here tend to 

substantiate earlier findings of Strub et al. 

application by Daniels and Burkhart ( 1975) .. 

(1975) and 
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Multiple Correlations 

Competition measures are seldom used as solitary 

independent variable.s and, therefore., should be compared in 

the presence of other, more common tree size and stand 

density measures. These comparisons were made using linear 

regression by including first tree size, then tree size and 

stand density along with the competition measure o.f 

interest. Distance dependent measures were further 

evaluated by including more easily obtainable distance 

independent measures in this linear model. 

All of the indices compared made a highly significant 

contribution to the multiple coefficient of determJnation, 

R2 , (squared multiple correlation coefficient) in the 

presence of dbh, for diameter growth, and basal area, for 

basal area growth (Tables 4 and 5) . At this stage, crown 

ratio provided the most additional explanati-0n of 

variability in diameter growth (R2 = .6121) (Table 4). The 

highest R2 among distance dependent indices was that for 

Spurr' s point density (S 2 ). The APA indices, particularly 

the unweighted index (P 1 ), and the distance independent 

relative size indices provide the least 

information on diameter growth at this stage. For basal 

area growth (Table 5) weighted APA (P 2 ) indices bad the 

highest contributions to R2, followed by crown ratio. 

Distance independent indices again had the lowest R2 values. 



TABLE:4. 

Index 

Distance 

GB 

6Ho 
CR 

Distance 

Al 
A2 
c, 
sl 
s2 
pl 
p 
2 

Sqw~red multiple correlatioh coefficients between ]oblolly pin~ diame.ter growth; ~nd 
v&rious c:ompetitiQn and poi11t density indices in the pres~nce of tree size and ~stand. qensity. · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · ·. · · · ···· ··· .· · · · · · ·.. · ·. ' · · · 

.. 
. . .. 

Squarect Multiple Corre 1 at ion coeffi~ients ( R2) with Dbh Growth-
for Model Includingl 

0 p, TS D, BA 0, TS, CR, G8 D~BA,CR,6s 

Independent 
.1737 • 5465. .6129 . 

.2529 .5012 .6296 

.6121 .6121 .6157 
Oependent 

.4373 . 4413 .6027 . .6410 ·.6309 

.4231 .4777 .6079 .6421 .629,8 

.5093 .539Q .6176 .6473 .6350 

.5362 .5450 .6082. .6476 .6352 

.4382 ,4686 . 6052 .6425 ,6305 . 

.2491 .2992 .6029 . 6434 ··.6348 . 

.40&? .4281 .6121 .6520 ~6;419 

. Check2 .0352 .2647• .6025 ,6381 .6270 

1The model ~D = bo + b]D + b2(TS or BA) +.b~Gs + p4CR + b5CI. was fitted· including increasing numbers 
of terms, where D = dbh; TS = trees surv1Vrng per acre; BA = stand basal area per acre; Gs = rel(l-
tive basal ~rea index; CR= crown ratio; and'Cl = comp~tition inqex. · 

2 Fit without the index as a check on the c~ntri bu ti on. of -the index. 

' 

lJ1 

°" 



TABLE 5. Squared multiple correlation coeffi.cients between loblolly pine basal area growth and 
vari9us competition and potnt der:isit,Y indices in toe presence. qf tree si_ze qncj stand de,nsity. · · · · · · · ·· · · · 

. .- .. . 
. . .. - ._ '• ·- . . ... -. 

Squared Multiple Co~relation Coeffici.ents(l_F) with Growth ip .. B 
Index for Model Including1 .·. . 

B B TS 
. ' ' 

B, TS, G8, CR B, BA,G8,CR_ 

Distance Independent 
GB 

GHD 
CR 

Distance Dependent 
Al 
A 2 
cl 
sl 
s 2 
p 
l 

p2 

Check2 

.2155 

.2608 

.4907 

.3877 

.3498 

.3988 

.4569 
,3848 
.406~ 

.5764 

.0995' 

.5316 .525? 

,4776 .5489 

.5137 .4972 

.4?25 .4938 ,5948 .5358 

.4~94 .4954 .5915 .5282 

. 46~48 .4985 .5913 .5285 

.4983 .4991 .6057 .5369 

.4527 .4954 .5974 .5312 

. 4226 .5550 . 65.76 .~475 .. 

.5862 .6~25 .6856 .6688 

.3292 .4937 .5913 .5280 

1The model bB = bo + b1B + b2(TS or BA) ·+ b3GB + b4CR + b5CI was fitted inCluding increasing numpers 
of terms .• wryere B = tree basal area; TS= trees st.trviving per acre;_BA = stand basal area per acre; 

... Gs ;::: relattve .b.asal area index; C~ = crown r~tio; and CI = pompetition .index. . 
• 2Fit witho.ut index· as a ~heck on the contrib.ution of the index; . . ·. 

l./I 
-....J 



The. addition of stand density measures. significantly 

increased the explanation of variability in .. diameter and 

basal area growth. ·Whereas all but Arney1 s (A1 ) index 

contributed significantly for diameter growth, with dbh and 

basal ar~a per acre included, these cont~ibutions were small 

compared with th?t of basal area per acre (BA) (Table .4). 
\ 

·.·Trees per acre (TS) contributed relatively little in the 

presence of dbh and each.of the indices except the relative 

size ratio. indices (GB, GHD). Spurr' s point . density · (S1 ) 

had the· highest contribution of the distance dependent 

indices in the presence of dbh and ei the.r measur·e of stand 

density. In bqth cases,·· however,. a distance i.ndependent 

measure was superior (GHD with TS and CR with BAL For 

basal area grow:th (Table 5) the weighted APA index was 

cilearly superior in the presence of tree basal area· (B) and 

either TS or BA. In the presenc~ of ~ize, and BA most of th~ 

other distance dependent indices had significant but 

relatively small contributions. The relative size. index 

based on basal area had the. highest ·. R2 of the di stance 

independent indic.es. All indi<ies had a. relatively high R2 

compared with B and TS alone. 

Up to this point in the comparisons, distance dependent 

~ndices have shown little advantage qver distan.ce 

independent measures in describing variability in growth, 
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either singly o.r in the presence of tree size and. stand 

·density. However, when the distance independent measures GB 

and CR were ·included in the model, a number of indices, 

particularly Spurr's point density CS 1) and the APA indices 

CP 1, P2 ), made a sizeable improvement in R2 . Further, the 

APA indices had the highest partial contribution of all 

other variables for basal area growth (Table 5). 

Thus, while some distance dependent competition indices 

contribute little to describing variability in growth when 

considered in the presence of tree size, stand d·ensity, and 

distance independent measures, others, particularly the APA 

indices and perhaps Spurr' s point density, are well suited 

for growth prediction in this typical stand modeling 

situation. Whether the contribution added is worth the cost 

of additional calculations depends on modeling objectives. 

Finally, it should be noted that measures related to 

those explicitly discussed and tabulated can and do provide 

as much information in growth description. Of the size 

ratio indices, almost identical results were obtained with 

ratios based on basal area, diameter squared times height, 

average height of dominants and codominants, and average 

height~ Similarly, the weighted APA index based on diameter 

squared times height, performed similarly to that based on 

basal area (see Appendic~s). 
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Point Density Considerations 

The integrated system of stand models, as discussed 

earlier, requires a measure of competition which may be 

reduced to a stand density measure~ Of the indices examined 

only the polygon or APA indices and Spurr' s point density 

fall into this category. Arney stated that the mean of his 

area overlap index reduced to crown competition factor (CCF) 

(Krajicek et al. 1961). However, his inde.x has a lower 

bound of 100 and, therefore, cannot mathematically reduce to 

CCF, at least not before CCF reaches 100. 

Relationships with growth indicate that a weighted APA 

inde.x is a logical choice for in.clusion in the integrated 

model framework. Because it does not sum to the total stand 

area, however, its inverse does not directly reduce to the 

stand density· measure of· stems per unit area as is the case 

for unweighted APA. The sum of weighted APA values and 

stand area were found to be proportional. Weightecj APA 

values were then "corrected" to sum to the total area by the 

relationship 

where 

p~ = 
1 

Area 
pi (-n---) 

E P . 
. 1 l 1= 

p~ = the corrected 1 

P. = the original 1 

polygon 

polygon 

Area = total stand area 

N = the number of trees 

area 

area 
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The inte.rpretation qf P' is not that of the unweighted APA 

which sums to the total area by being collectively 

exhaustive of the area. Rather, it implies an overlap of 

potential growth areas while maintaining the desirable 

property of defining open areas not available to any tree. 

The simple and multiple correlation analyses discussed 

above were repeated using the adjusted APA estimates, P' ' 
for all weighted indices. Simple correlations and 

contributions to multiple correlation were cons.istently 

higher for these adjusted values than those presented in the 

original analyses. Further~ the use of P' poses no 

difficulty in modeling. In constructing individual tree 

growth models, values of P' are used directly as an. 

independent variable. In implimenting the model, P' may be 

calculated from P,. the known stand area, and the sum of P. 

The auxiliary indices of Mead ( 1965) associated with 

each polygon were also examined further. Although both the 
I 

index of eccircularity and the index ·Of abcentricity, given 

polygon area, were significantly related to diame·ter · and 

basal area growth (p < • 05), even in the presence of tree 

size and stand density measures, their contributions to 

mu1 tiple correlation with growth was so small compared with 

the other variables that further analyses were abandoned. 

These measures may be useful in modeling seeded stands wher~ 
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irregular spatial patterns would produce more variability in 

polygon shape ancr tree position within the polygon. 

Spurr' s point density provides an estimate of basal 

area per unit area by variably weighting the sum· of angles 

subtended by neighboring tree boles and may be considered an 

extension of Bitterlich methods (Spurr 1962). This estimate 

does not directly reduce mathematically to the stand 

measure. But the relationships between point density and 

basal area per acre are linear and very strong~ Regressing 

basal area per acre on the mean of Spurr' s po.int density 

produced the equations 

and 

where 

BA = 13. 806 + 1.0650 s, 
r2 = .9957 s y.x = 2.893 

BA = -.47383 + .93523 S2 
r 2 = .9.902 sy.x = 4 .J63 

BA = basal area per acre (ft. 2/acre) 

s1 = mean point density estimate excluding 

the subject tree (ft. 2/acre) 

s2 = mean poi~t density estimate including the 

subject tree (ft. 2/acre). 
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Residuals from this analysis had no observable trends with 

age, stand density or mean tree sizes. The strength of 

these relationships indicates that perhaps mean point 

density could be corrected to correspond to basal area per 

acre when considered in the integrated model framework. 

In a similar manner, relationships between Arney's 

(1973) competition index and CCF were examined. Con-

ceptually, if not mathematically, both may be considered 

estimates of open grown crown overlap; Arney's overlap ·is 

calculated tree by tree, whereas in CCF the overlap is 

implicit. Plots of CCF versus the mean of Arney's index 

indicated a close linear relationship for CCF values greater 

than 100. For these cases the regression of CCF on the mean 

of Arney's index was 

CCF = -.32985 + .98767 A 

r2 = .9890 sy.x = 5.031 

where 

CCF = crown ~ompetition factor 

A = mean bf Arney's (1973) competition index. 

The slope coefficient was not significantly different from 

unity. 
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Execution Time 

One of the . primary factors affecting the choice of 

different stand models is cost. Distance dependent 

individual tree models are both more costly to construct·and · 

to use than simpler models. Computer costs in executing 

such models can be significant and are directly related to 

the iterative calculation of competition values. The time 

required by the central processing unit (CPU) at the 

Virginia Tech VM/370 installation to calculate each of the 

distance dependent ·indices was measured by plot and age as 

an index of relative cost. 

Execution time was nearly identical for area overlap, 

size ratio/distance, and Spurr's point density indices 

(Table 6). This is due in large part to the similarity of 

the algorithms used to caleulate each of these indices. The 

APA indices required considerably more time to compute, due 

in part to an admittedly inefficient algorithm· and in part 

to the large number of calculations required to construct 

polygons. 

Execution time per plot was a function of density 

(Table 2); .more trees require more calculations. Whereas 

this relationship was nearly linear for APA indiees 

indicating that execution time per tree was nearly constant, 

time increased geometrically with density for the overlap, 
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size ratio/distance, and Spurr indices. This, again, is a 

function of the. a1gori thms employed to locate. competitors. 

·In . general, area overlap indides considered fewer 

competitors but· required more computations per competitor 

than either the size :ratio/distance or Spurr indides 

resulting in similar time requirements for · these three 

indices. The number of competi tor·s increased with 

increasing age as trees' influence. areas expanded, resulting 

in increasipg execution time with increasing age. Execution 

time for APA indices decreased 6ver time due to mortality. 

Growth and Survival Models 

The Hill Farm growth data used. in the correlatiop 

analyses provided an excellent opportunity to examine 

variables affecting growth. However, for a number of 

reasons., the data are not especially well suited fo:r fitting 

operational growth and survival equations. First, the data 

represent only one site and thus site quality effects and 

interactions cannot be incorporated into the growth and 

survival functions. Second, the range in ages (five to 

twenty years), while very good for modeling early growth, is 

too young for modeling later stand development. One could 

not expect equations derived from these data to behave well 

for older ages. Finally, although trees were measured 
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·· annually up to age ten, gaps . of three and seven years.· exist 

·. in the measurement periods from ages ten. to twenty. The use 

of average g:rowth values for these later years make the. da.ta. 

appear very linear and tend to mask relationships. in these 

very important years of stand growth. · In addition,. the year 

of mortality was not known for trees which died during th~se 

measurement·gaps. 

Al though · Jim.i tat ions exist, the Hi11 · Farm: .. data were 

used for demonstration purposes. Equations were. fitted to 

observed height · and basal area growth .·using the general 

gl"owth model 

which was discussed ear.lier'. The coefficients b 1 and b2 

above were replaced with functions of variab1es chosen from 

the analyses of ~rowth correlation and included crown ratio 

. (CR), relative basal area ratio (GB)", he·ight to dominant 

heignt ratio·· (G·HDJ, and adjusted APA weighted by basal area· 

(P2). Other variables, including different relative ·size'-

ratios and APA variations, may be equally suitable. 
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Height Growth 

Height growth was quite variable in the Hill Farm data. 

Relatioriships between observed height increments and 

competition, stand density, and tree size measures. were 

weak. 

Potential height growth was considered to be the change 

in observed average dominant height. An individual tree may 

grow more or less than this potential depending on its 

attributes. The final form of the height increment equation 

was 

or 

where 

6H = annual height increment 

6H p = potential height increment = 6HD 

HD - average height of dominant and codominant 

trees 

H = tree height 

APA = adjusted, weighted polygon index 
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The use of GH · rather than H was chosen to facilitate later 

analyses. As seen·. in the second formulation, the desirable 

effects . of incorporating H are maintained. Values of the 

c.o e ff ic i ent s b 0 b3 and associated 

presented in Table 7. 

Basal Area Growth 

fit statistics are 

Basal area. gr~owth was highly related to a number of 

tree and stand measures as was shown earlier. The maximum 

basal area for a tree of given height and age was considered 

to be that if open grown. A relationship between open grown 

basal area and height and age was developed using data from 

8 l open grown lob1o11y pine trees (see Dani els and Burkhart 

1975} which took the form 

where 

2 BOG =.boA.+ b1AH 

BOG =·open grown basal area 

A· - age 

H = total height. 

Potential basal area growth was then calculated by the 

difference, with respect to age of the BOG function .. as 



TABLE 7. Individual tree growth and survival functions for integrated loblolly pine stand models. 

Equation 1 Sy·x 

0.4464 0 2819 = 1.047 AHp e 10000 ·APA ( GH. · ·· .00336lH) 0.2507 1.094 

Bp = Q.01415 A+ 1.644 A H2/100000 0.8928 0.4177 

2.463 
= 1.722 ABp e lOOOO·APA (CR3.oo9Go· 2155 - 0.013718) . B 0.7417 Q.008622 

2. 774 
AB 3 = 1.740 ABp e- lOOOO·APA. (CR2 · 964G~· 2603 - 0.040368) 0.7455 0.008554 

1Where H = height, Hp = potential height, APA = areapotentially available, GH = H/H, H = mean 
height,_B :: basal area, BOG = Bp = open grown or potential basal area, CR = crown ratio, 
Gs = B/B, B = mean basal area, A = age, HD = height of dominant and codominant trees, 
S = tree survival probability. · 

2 ABp calculated with observed height and height increment. 
3ABp calculated with observed height and potential height increment. 
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The abqve equation was evalua.ted for potential ba$al a:rea 

growth by substituting age and observed height. In order to 

make ultimate basal area growth projections less dependent 

on observed height, the above equation· was also evaluated 

using average. height of the dominant and codominant trees. 

form 

where 

The final growth model for tree basal area took the 

6Bi = basal area growth 

6BP = potential basal area growth 

APA = adjusted, weighted polygon index 

CR = crown ratio 

GB= the ratio of ba.sal area to mean basal area 

B = basal area. 

Again, the use of the relative basal area ratio GB 

facilitates later analyses while still maintaining the 

effects of B. Values of the coefficients ba - b4 as well as 

appropriate fit statistics are included in Table 7. 
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Survival. Probability 

Survival was very high in the early. years of the Hill 

Farm· mutual competition study; . mortality was. significant 
' only after agetenfor.the most· dense plots. Unfortunately., 

the yea!"'. of mortality was not recorded for ages between ten 

and thirteen or between thirteen and twenty. This precluded 

the development of operational individual tree survival 

probability functions and hindered comparisons of survival. 

predictors. Using variables chosen from the analysis of 

growth correlations a survival function was fitted to 

demons.trate components of the integrated system of stand 

models. 

Individual tree survival probability was defined using 

the logistic function.as 

where 

A1 = age at beginning of projection period 

A2 = age at end of projection period 

Coefficients (Table 7) were estimated from binary 

survival data using maximum likelihood procedures. 



AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM>OF STAND MODELS 

The incremertt and survival probability equations 

developed ear'lier p·rovide the central core for an integrated 

system of stand .projection models ranging frc)m individual 

tree distance dependent models to whole stand growth 

projection m.odels. Although the limitations in available 

data precluded the development of· operational models, the 

equations. which were developed do provide a means _of 

demonstrating an integrated system of stand mo.dels for 

loblolly pine. 

Individual Tree Models 

Distance Dependent 

The indi vi dtial· tree increment and survival fun.,ctions 

developed earlier (Table 7) may · be incorporated directly 

into a distance dependent individual tree model such as that. 

of Daniels and Burkhart (1975). Initial tree sizes and 

coordinates may be read as input to the model or generated. 

Methods for initially generating loblolly pine stands f.or 

individual tree s.:i,mulation are described in detail by 

Daniels and Burkhart ( 1975) and Daniels et al. ( 1979b). 
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Once planting locations are assigned~ mortality may be 

predicted using, a survival functf.on and assigned at random. 

The survival function of Feduccia et al., ( 1979) may be 

applicable forthis purpose because it was developed for the 

same geographical region as the Hill Farm. 

A two parameter Weibull distribution was used to 

generate dbh in the studie~ of Daniels, and Burkhart (1977) 

and Daniels et al~ (l979b). This same distribution may be 

modified to consider basal area as the variate. Strub 

(1976) demonstrated the utility of the normal distribution 

for describing basal area di stri but ions, and related its 

parameters, µand cr2, to stand attributes as 

µ = B = b 0 + b 1HD + b 2 /TS 
-cr= bo + b 1HD/ TS 

where 

HD = average he~ght of dominant .and codominant 

trees 

TS = su~viving number of trees per acre. 

Height may be predicted using the equation of Daniels and 

Burkhart (1975}. 

Once an initial stand has been determined,· annual 

growth calculations may begin. Competition or growing 
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s:pace, in terms of weighted APA, is calculated at tbe 

beginning of each year. Crown ratio may be estimated using 

the. equations of Feduccia, et al. ( 1979) and the relat.ive' 

size ratio indices GB and GH may be calc.ulated. Survival 

probability, Si, (Table 7) is evaluated for each tree and 

mortality is assigned using Bernouli trials. Growth of 

survi.vors is then calculated. 

Potential height growth is evaluated as the change in 

average height of dominants and codominants obtained .as the 

first difference of an appropriate site index equation. The 

site index equation of Popham et al. ( 1979) may be 

appropriate for this purpose since it is based on data from 

the same geographic region. The height growth equation in 

Table 7 may then be used to assign indi victual tree height 

growth. Basal area potential growth may be considered as 

the change in OI?en grown basal area for either current 

height, age, and realized· height growth, or for potential 

height growth. Individual. basal area growth is then 

assigned using the appropriate;equation in Table 7. 

Competition, survival, and growth are computed 

annually. Summaries of stand development may be o.btained at 

any desired age. Yield values may be obtained b~ applying 

any desired individual tree volume or weight functions to 

the array of simulated heights and basal areas, summing over 
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Size Glass Models 

Direot Projection £.y· Size Glass 

The classical approac.h to size class projection models 

is to consider the number of. trees in ea:ch of several size 

classes of fixed width and project the number• of trees. per 

size class. A typical .case is the classical stand table 

projection method · in which the. number of trees in fixed 

(e.g., one or two inch) diameter class are.projected over 

time. 

An alternative approach Ls to consider variable width 

size classes, each with roughly equal numbers of trees 
. .. . 

initially, and to project the mean attributes and survival 

in each class. The size :ratio, indices may be consi.Qe'.red to 
. ' 

represent the mean sizetn the class, j, over the stand mean 

or 

x. 
J Gj ---X-

Thus given an initial distribution of numbers of trees, 

total height, and basal area in each of j size classes, 

along with stand variables age, density, and stte index, the 

equations in Table 7 may be used to project attributes in 

each clas·s. These equations would take the· form shown above 

. for distance independent individual tree models except tha:t 

individual tree variables l:!.H · H G AB B a· CR and· S ' ' . HD ' u ' ' B ' · ' · . 
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would represent mean attributes within a size class, rather 

than individual tree attributes. 

Using the above notation a projection model for basal 

area per acre by .size class takes the .form 

where 

n ..... the number of size classes 

N. --, the number of trees in class j J 

sj = survival probability for class j 

Bj = mean basal area in class j 

Note that all variables on the right hand side of the 

.equation are at time t. The above model assumes that 

mortality is uniform with a size class. 

Pdf Relationships. 

Bailey ( 1980) noted that growth functions are implied 

by assuming a common family of probability density functions 

to model tree size over the life of the stand. He derived 

these implied growth relationships from transformations 

which, when applied to a random variable, kept the new 

variable in the same family of pdf 's. Growth functions thus 

derived were presented for a number of pdf 's commonly used 
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to model 'tree si.ze distributions including the· 'exponential;'• 

normal,. b·eta, Johnson's SB, lqg .norm.al, Weibull; and · .. 

generai.ized gamma·· distributions·. The g~owth func.t.ion.s.· ·· 

derived earlier will be examined. with ··. res.'pe:ct to ·· pd.f 

relationships.· · 

By collapsing the individual tre.e increment· equations 

.·to stand level attributes, the models obtained are ·. 

b,,H - boCnHP)e-b-1TS( 1-b3H) ,,.• '; 
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:to yield the linear size projection mode.I 

where c0 and c 1 are function,s of stand level variables.' Fbr · 
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The resul t.s of Bailey ( 1980) indicate that such a 

transfbrmatibn is appropriate to maintain a number of 

distributions including the exponential, b~ta, Johnson's s8 , 

and normal. Strub (1976) has alrea·cty demonstrated the use 

of the normal pdf for modeling basal area distributions. 

Thus ·the normal pdf will be considered for further 

development of' this example. 

The relationships between the growth function and pdf 

not only indicate that the pdf family is main.tained over 
; .· 

time, but provide a direct means of projecting pdf 

parameters from the growth function. Considering a random 

variable 

it is known that 

Thus, given 

the basal area growth function developed here implies that 
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In other words, the growth function provides ·the abi 1 ity to 

project the parameters· o.f the normal distribution (a:nd 

others) over time, given initial parameter values. Initial 

parameter estimates have already been considered for the · 

normal (Strub 1976). 

The above formulation assumes that mortality is equally 

distributed over the basal area distribution or that no 

mortality occurs. But mortality rates are generally higher 

for smaller trees. Thus the mean basal area for living ancV 

growing. trees is higher than the observed mean basal area. 

An· adjustment to the mean then. must be made for mortality 

and may take the form 

where K is an adjustment factor for B .. t to ace.cunt for 

differential mortality with respect to size. Note that the 

linear form of the growth relationship is maintained. A 

more complete explanation of the adjustment factor·K and its 

derivation are presented in the se.ction on whole stand 

models. 

The pdf-based. basal area projection system described 

here may be used as are typical diameter distribution models 

for stand yield estimates. That is, the number of trees in 
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each basal area class (perhaps classes of fixedwtdth of .05 

to .1 ft. 2 are appropriate) is estimated using the 

integrated· pdf and known stand density. Volume (or weight) 

per class is estimated by substituting class. midpoint basal 

area and ·mean height into tree volume expressions and 

multiplying by the number of trees per class. Stand yield 

estimates are then made by summing over size classes of 

.·interest·. Mean height per class may be projected, as 

discussed earlier for size class models, or estimated from 

treeand stand variables. Alternatively local volume tables 

based solely on basal area may ·be used to estimate volume 

per class. The class-interval-free methods of Strub and 

Burkhart · (1975) would also be applicable for direct whole 

stand yield estimate$ from the pdf. 

Whole Stand Models 

When collapsed to stand level measures the basal area 

projection mod~l takes the form 

where c0 and c 1 are defined earlier. The height projection 

model becomes 
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The survival function now r·epresents· the: proportion of TS .. 

. surv:iving until the next year. This relationship_ is. written 

a.s .... 

TSt+l :_S TSt 

where: . 

s = [ l + cRbt(l~A1/A2)02·e-:-Cb3 .- b4/TSJJ~1 •.. 

An initial stand level model. for. projecting basal area · 

per unit area may ·be deri v·ed as 

. where 

BAt+l - [BAt + 'I'St_Cc0 + c 1Bt)JS 
- [caTSt +. ( c 1+1 }BAtJ.S 

BA = basal area: per unit are-a 

· Bt. = mean basal area = BAt/TSt 

.=,: . 

·· ... , 
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Thbs BAt+ 1 is a linear function of BAt. This model 

implicitly assumes that the proportional reduction in basal 

area per unit area due to mortality is the same as that for 

trees per unit area, or in other .words, that the mean basal 

area, after morta1ilty, is unchanged. This assumption must 

surely be questioned; mortality is generally higher for 

small trees, resulting in an increase in mean ba.sal area 

after mortality. 

Instead or reducing BAt by S, a factor R~ interpreted 

as the proportion of basal area surviving, was·. applied to 

BAt to account for mortality. The model now becomes· 

where 

Thus 

BAt+1 = c 0TSt s + ( c:1+1 )BAt R 

= c 0Tst s + Cc 1+l) TSt s B't 

= (C 0 + (c 1+1)B'tJ TSt s 

B't - mean basal area after mortality 

= BAtR/(TSt S) 

B' = t 

= Bt(R/S) . 

\ 
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The relationships between R and other . variables were 

examined. The ratio K = B '/B = R/S was found to be almost 

constant in the Hi.11 Farm data (K = l.0008}. Since R must 

be related to survival, S, it was hypothesized that R was a 

function of some power of s, R = b0sb1. 

relationship. developed was 

R = 8 .5341 (r2 = .9028) 

or 

K = 8-.4659 

The model finally becomes 

Thus, the 

The projection equation for average basal area becomes 

which was shown earlier for pdf relationships. Note that 

the model retains the linear relationship ~ith Et· 

A similar model for height is 
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whene · 

RH = 3 .8218 Cr2 = .9903) 

KH = 3-.1782 

Thus equations to pnoject basal area pen unit an ea, 

tnees · pen unit anea, mean· basal anea and mean height have 

been derived from individual tnee gnowth and sunvival 

models. Stand. yield estimates may be made by substituting 

mean>. sizes into known individual tnee volume expressions. and 

multiplying by the numbe.n of trees per u.ni t anea as 

Y = TS V(B, H). 

Altennativ:e1y nelationships between projectedbasal anea per 

· acre. and mean height may be used to estimate volume yields .• 

Gonsidenations fon Numerical .Consistency 

The integrated system of stand models developed ·here . 

nelies on a ·common mathematical structure for models of 

different levels of ·resolution~ Thus models ·at each level 

should behave sirniTarly with respect to growth projections. 

However, these models may still provide numerically· 

inconsistent estimates when interchanged. ·Numerical 
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consistency may be obtained· for .some resolution l.evels and 

not othets.. For instance~ if growth an~ • survival are 

allocated stochastically in individual tree model.s, then 

individual estimates. would be inconsistent although the mean 

of several evaluations of the model could be consistent with 

other models. Three approaches to numerical consistency may 

be considered: 1) identifying relationships and chosing 

among model variabl.es; 2) applying c.onstraints in est1mati.ng 

model parameters; and 3) applying constraints in the 

application ·of models. All three approaches may be 

required. 

It was noted th~t the variables of growth and 

measurement are not necessarily those of ultimate interes·t. 

Basal area was chosen over dbh for growth. modeling because 

it is more closely related to vol utne. Other choices· may 

also be made. The relative size indices GH, and GB were. 

chosen so that the growth models~ wheTh collapsed, 

represented average height and average basal area. It may 

be desirable to use a size index based on squared dbh times 

height (or B~H). Collapsing this index to one at ~he stand 

level implies the tree of average B • H, where B ~ H is 

generally considered to be linear with total volume. 

Other variables must also be considered. It may or may 

not be reasonable to assume that the tree of mean APA or 
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crown ratio represents ·the tree of mean basal area; basal 

area growth, or volume. In the example presented mean crown 

ratio was associat~d with mean dbh using the equations· of 

Feduccia et aL (1979) . Thus the relationships among 

different variables must be examined. Modifiers may be 

incorporated.to adjust variable means to apply to mean basal 

area or volume. A variable of this type was incorporated 

for stand 1.evel projections to adjust mean sJzes in 

accounting for differential mortality with respect 1;o size.; 

A detailed examination of these relationships would require 

complete specification of all size and attribute 

distributions, which may not be practical. 

A second a'pproach may be considered in which conditions 

and/or constraints are applied in estimating model 

coefficients.. For e~arnple · growth mcdels may be conditioned 

in such a way· as to pass through given points.. Constraints 

may further be imposed so that means. or sums of individual 

tree values follow some. predicted or observed stand level 

attribute values. 

Constraints may also be applied during the application 

of models. If coefficients are estimated at the stand 

level> as well as at the individual tree level, then 

predicted stand level respons·e could be used to scale 

predicted tree level values and "forcen ·numerical 
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cor1s.istency with stand Ie.ve1 ·attribute$·· This. proceci'ure has' 
' . : . 

· the< advantage that s:t·and level .. data:~ from a> muc.h .. broader 

• base than would be- available at the ·.tree. :level, could be 
. incorpdra:ted to broaden the applicability: of the inte•gra:ted · 

system~ Of course, ·in this' context, . the individual ·tree . · 

models serve o-nly to allocate variability· o:f. predict·ed 

aggregate ... r·es.pomre· ·and tree-level models: To~e some of their 
. . '· ' 

ap·peal in terms a..f flexi biiity. 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

An. integrated system of stand models for loblolly pine 

was developed and demonstrated which incorporates. virtually 

all of the. standpr'ojections methods. currently in. use< today. 

Data were not available to fully calibrate this systerri of 

model.s for operational use, but model components were 

identified and preliminary parameter estimates were 

presented. It is hoped that these studies· will help to 

promote the development o.f more general operational st.and 

models, encourage . others to investigate further the 

relationships between tree growth and stand dynamics, and 

provide guidelines.for fµture data. collection and analysis. 

In many ways the present study may ·be considered a 

"pilot 11 or .feasibility study for future develo.pment of 
. . . 

inyegrated. systems Of stand models. Indications are that. 

such systems are0 well within reach and tha.t future modeTing 

efforts should address more general objectives than in the. 

past. Further development of integrated model system may 

take place in a number of areas in parallel. 

Data from a broader inference base must be available 

before.an integrated system, as described here, can be fully 

90 
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·calibrated and test.ed. A number of data sets currently 

exist which may be. used to calibrate and test the distance 

independent c.ornponent.s. ·. Distance dependent data covering a 

large portion of the range of loblolly pine is currently 

being · coTlected through the VP! and SU Loblolly Pine Growth. 

and Yield Cooperative. 

In the meantime work may continue on the· development of 

model components.. · Further development of bi6J.ogica11y 

· rafional growth relationships must. continue. The example 

pre.sented here .was just one .of many possible formulations 

possible. The rational . behavior of . growth functions ·is 

crucial to the link between tree level and . stand level. 

·mod.els. DevelopI!')ent of differential growth equations may 

allow variable projection periods and provide · additional 

flexibility over the annual growth projections considered 

here. Survival relationships may als6 be improved as well 
. . . . 

as the representation of mortalilty related chang.es in siz.e 

distributions. The pdf relationships may also 

further. Growth relationships for more 

families · may be examined. . Joint height..,.basal area dis-

tributions may be possible as well. 

Questions related to numerical consistency are wide 

open for study. The relationships between .. attributes at 

· both the tree and stand levels must be examined closely. 
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. . . 

::· ..... .. . :. .·· ' ' . . ·.·' ··. . . . .' ··.:" .· 

· .. ·Closet-:· examination of the distributio~s of attributes· wi'.lf 
. ~ . . . . . ·. . . .... :·· ' .. ' . . .· 

help in model co'n:structton. . Parameter estitnation>and mod,e·I. 

appiicatton p;r•oc~-Oure·s·, must a·lso •.. oe examine.,q :·with···. respect- · 

to riumerioaI consJ.sten~y:. 

Future · wor:k·', ·may also;· concentrate on·· deveTopni.:ent. of · 
.·) .. 

flexible stand· mp.n_agement routines such _as those· used by 

· D<;iniels _· and and. · Thurme•s- (1980}. 
•" .. 

Identification of'. appropr;>date tree. and stand components_· for• 
" ' ... 

incl.usi.ort of.:_th~se.' ro.ui;iitres is also importa~t. 

· .. : .. , 

"'.; 

As management: intens:ity increas~~;-· and· ·i~fo~fuation .. <· · · ·.• · 

needs become more v-ar:ied-, stand models must. become•' mdr:e 
f'iexible. Integrated s.y_s,t:~m~ of .·sta1-l'd•~ m~dels sho:uld pr~vide 
·much_: grea.t.e·r flexibilf.ty in meeting these' ·needs·. t'han ha•ve·. · 

· ·. single.purposeap·pro:aches used:. in the- past. · 

.. ·· .:: 
: ::_. 
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APPENDTXI 

CorreJati.cm. of various·competition andpoint density•indtces.·with 
annual growth of loblolly pine. 

Dis.tance · lndependent 
Relative Size 

Distance.Depend.en: 
Area Overlap. 

SYllBOL · 

G 
G5 
GH 

Gali 
GliD; 
CR 

Al 
Az 

AUTHORS 

Glov·er and l!oal (1979) 
Variation. 

.>.rney. ( l.973.) 

Ei< .and Monserud (1974) 

Dbh Ratio/Dis;;ance ·. Cr 
Spurr.'s Point 51 

Daniels (1976) 
Spurr ( 1962) 
Spurr ( 1962) oensi-?:Y 

Area Po·tet1tially· 
Availabl.e 

!liree Dilnen.sional 

Inciices 

!i;ee Size 

Stanci l..evel :·leasures 

Pi 
Pz 

Brown ( 1965) 

!bore • .!!; ;!! . 0 9 7 3) 
P3 Variation 

P4 
p' 

PHr Pelz ( 1978) 

Pl!z· 

PH3 
Pl!4 

D 

B 

li 

!S 
BA 

CCF K;ajicek, !,!';!!• (19H) 

(D::/ii)2 

.01/i 

!!dii 
B1 Hi/fill 
H1/HD 

Cl1/H1 

Unweigi'n:ed .. 
'weigln:eci 

CORRtW.TIO!l COEFFICU:ITT en 
l<'IIH GROW.Ill W 

.2329 

..23;55 

.2537 

.2333 
.• 3057 .. 

.7703. 

- •. 6604 
-.6316 

.4021 

.4332 

.3950 

.4329 
,4937 

.4772 

-.4347 
•.4920 

:E(D1/Dj)ll1j -.68722 - • .5514 
Excluding sub. i:ree '-· 7143 ,..,417.5 

lncludit1g sub. tree. -;6.545 -.3807 

Unweighted 

Weighi:ed by B 

Weighted by Bli 

Weighted by H 

Pz modified to• 
sum to total. ·area· 

P1 x H1 

?z x Hi 
P3 x li1 

P4 x Ht 

•. 3l:?.9 .6367 
,3888. .7463 
.3872· .7487 
.3638 .6855 
.3934. .7480 

.0852 .51Z2 

.q.59 ,5500 
;1420. .5803 
.1023. .53.50 

-.l.876 .3571 
-.1860 .3154 
-.4705 NS 

-.3332 ... 5707 

-.7388 - ··40-32 
-.7536 -.5184 

\.:here:_ B. • ·;ree. basal are:a; ·it-~- -tree_;-ne£ght·:;~ -~J).- ··--··a-ver~ge.- he,ight:::of ·dominant· .ari.~i':.-'ccdomi~nt:· tr·e·es; 

CR • crown ra,i:iq; CL '" crown: len!lcl:l; D • dbh; L • di.stance.; !S • surviving 'treils ·per acre; 
.6>\ • basal,. area· per acre; ,cc;;:• crown·.c0mpecition J;actor; NS• no(lsigQ:i,ficat1:.,(.05). 
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APPENDIX II 

Squared multiple correlation coefficients between lob lolly pine growth 
and vartous. comoetition and point density ind ic.es ·in the presence of 
tree size and stand density. 

DlS.IA.'\CZ lliD.EPEl<DEll': 

G 

GE 

GJ:! 

Gs!L 

GHD 
CR 

DlSI.ANC:: DEP.E1'1l:i::\I 
.;,, 
" 

Ao 

c l 
sj 
Sz 

Pz 
P3 

Square:;. Mult::i.;>le Correlat:ion' ·Coeftk:i.en~ fR2) 1•ith Dbn 
Gr.01.:t.h :fc::- li>c:iel lncl1.1<iingl 

D D,IS D,llA D, IS ,Gs,.CR. D,llA,Gs·• CR . D,IS ,GliD,CR 

.l.57i .5442 .6121 . 
,1737 .5465 .6129 
.l 724 .5071 .-6222-

.1693 .5306 .6l30 

.2529 .5012 .6296 

.6121 .0121 .6137 

.4373 .40:.13 .6027 .6410 .6309 .63-ll 

.4231· ,4777· .•6029 ;6427 .6296 .6487 

.509'3 .5390 .6176 .6473 .6350 .6452 

.5.36: .5450 ,6082 .6476 .6352 .6589 

.4Z_82 .4686 .6052 .6425 •6305 .65.2.2 

.249.l • .2902 .6029 .6434 .6348 .• 6.51.8 

.4018 .4281 .6121 .6·5ZO .6419 .6631 

.4085• .4415 .6143 .6528 .6422 .6D:t· 

.3089 .3378 .6053 .6483 .6399 ;6545 

.4069 .4336 .6131 .6524 .64.23 .6636 

.1240 • .2651 .6044· 

.214.l .j166 •. b025 

.2160 .3.259 .6025 
• 1496 .27.21 .6034 . 

.0352 •. 2647 ;6025 ~6381 ·.6270 .6464 

lThe .model D • bo + h}D + b2CIS o::- · JIA) + b3(Gs or GJ:ill) + b4CR + bsCl was fitted 

.6478 

.6432 

.6.481 

.65Z4 

.6463 

.6509 

.6597 

.65.87 

.6536 

.66.02 

.6418 

i:aclwiing increasing. numbers of terlllS, lihere D. • dbh; TS • trl!es surviving per. acre,; )IA • stand basal 
area per acre;. Gs •·relati:ve baaal .are.a.index; GHD • relative~ height .to;.dolllin$n:·•naignt· .. index; 
CR·"° croW;> ratic;i; and Cl• comp~!:1t1on inc:iex, 

2fit wit))out. index ·as a check .on'. the contribution of 'the index• 



AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF. STAND MODELS. FOR LOBLOLLY PINE 

by 

Richard F. Daniels 

(ABSTRACT) 

An integrated sys tern of stand models was d.eveloped · fo:r 

loblolly pine in which models of different levels of 

:resolution are. :related by a unified mathematical st:ructu:re. 

A '·'telescoping" system is pr eserited in which a highly 

detailed ovei:'all model is specified and its components 

. ''collapsed" around a common set of growth. and survival 

functions to p:rovide st:ructu:rally compatible models at each 

successively lower stage of :resolution. 

The most de.tailed model is a distance dependent 

individual tree model which simulates the g:rowth and 

competitive inte:rac tion of ti:-ees in a stand. T:ree basal 

area and height growth were modeled using a modified 

Chapman-Richards function in terms of potential g:rowth., 

curr"ent size, :relative size, crown :ratio, and an index of 

competition. Potential growth was considered a function of 

site quality., age, and open-g:rown size relationships. Tree 

survival p:robability was described using a logistic function 

in te:rms of. age, crown ratio, and competition. 

The com pet it ion or point density index is a fun ct ion of 

·the Size 'and location of neighbors. Published indices wet~. 



evaluated and/ compared on .. their ·simple correlation with 

growth, multiple correlation with g.rowth in the presence of 

other tr·ee and. stand measure.s, computer execution time, and 

relationships to stand level density measures. The area 

potentially available (APA) for each tree was chose.n as the 

most suitable. The APA index is calcula,t.ed as the area of 

the polygon constructed· from lines which divid.e the distance 

between a tree. and its neighbors. Mean APA, or average area 

per tree, is estimated by the inverse of tree.s .. per unit 
' . 

area, permitting point·density to collapse to stand density, 

resulting· in a- distance independent individual tree. model. 

This model was collapsed dimensionally to consider. 

trees grouped in size classes. Tree·· .growth and. survival 

equations are applied to the mean attributes of each size 

class, resulting in a size classprojectionmodel. At the. 

lowest level of resolution,· the dimensions of the model are 

collapsed to one "average" tree. A stand level projectiori. 

model results .. from applying the tree growth anq su:r·viva1 

equations to the. stand's averag.e tree attributes. 

At the stand le.vel, the basal area growth function 

prov ides a transfo,rmation which, for a number of probability 

densit.y functions (pd.f's}, will regenerate the initial pd:f 

family. Considering a normal pdf to describe basal area 

distributions,. size distribution··· model is a pdf-based .. --·-.·-· 



presented, in which the projected parame.ters are expressed 

.in te:rms·or the>g:rowthfunction coefficients. Appl ic a ti on s 

to other pdf families are discussed~ 

· Pre lim.i nary tree growth and su:rv iva1 equation 

coefficients. were estimated using data from. a loblolly pine 

s.tand density study in North Louisiana. Structurally 

compatib.le models. at each level of :resolution are detailed. 

Cons.iderations for numerically consistant estimates from 

models of different levels of :resolution are dis.cussed in 

terms of m.odel specification, estimation, and 
' . 

implementation. .. Recommendations for model application and 

f.uture model development are presented. 
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APPENDIX II (continu.ed) 

Squaredmultfpl e correlation coefficients· betwee.n .lobl ally p.ine.·growth 
and·.·.·variouscomp.etitfon>and pojnt density ind ices in···· the•• ... presence of 
tree size.; and· stand density~ 

DlS!AlllZ lNDE:PE:NDE!IT 
G 

G5 

Gr. 
G1l!l 

GHD. 
CR 

DlS!Al•~. P£Pttm:::irr. 

Al 
Az 
Cl 
S1 
S"·.2 

PJ 

Pz 
P3 
P4 
p, 

PH1 
PHz 
PH3 
Pl!4 

Cl!E~2 

So.ua.:reci !itilt:i'ple Cor:rda~ion• Cc)effac:ien:.s { f.2) "'it:h !i.asal A're;a 
Gr-ow:th.. _iCr-: ·M6-d-e-l~ .Inclu_ciin·.gl 

.1955. .5281 .519• 

.2155 . s:nc .5252 

.194.9• .4786 .• 5280 

.2l.l8 .5264 .5263 

.2608 .4776 .5489 

.4907· .513;7 .49.71 

.3817 .~225 .49.38 .5948 .535S· .582• 

.3498 .43'94 .4954 .5915 .5282 .5785 

.3988 .'4646 .4985 .5913 .5285 • .5785 

.4569 .4983 .4991 .&057 .5369 .5963 

.3848 .AS27 .4954 .5974 .531.2 • .5858 

.4063 .4226 .5550 .6576 •. 6475 ' .6398 

.5764 .5862 .6325 .6856 .6688 .6810 

.5833• .59.88 .638i .6861 .&660 .~801 

.4708 .4788 .5810 • 6703 .6603 .6487 

.5786 •5893 .6336 .6849 .6676 .6809 

.2704. .3535 .5187 

.4077" .4663, .5463 

.4052 .4760 .5450 

.3063 .3772 .5255 

.0995 ,3292 .4937 .5913 .5280 .5785 

• .5.579 
.55.00 
.55.00 
.5609 
.,5540 

.6460 

.67.91 

.&748 

.6534 . 

.6785 

.549.S 

lrne mod.el B • bo + brB + b1(TS or' !IA) + b3(G11 o:r i;;HI>) + b4CR :-". bsCl was fined inelud• 
iug inc:reasiug l11,11Dbers of· terms; wheu II " tree basal .area; TS. • trees i;urv.i ving , nr acre; 
llA • nand basal a:rea. .per ac:re; Ge·• relative basal ana index; Giin • relative heigi'>t; t:o 
clomii:lant: heigbt;.·inciel<: CR• c:rown ratio.;. and Cl •·competition index. 

2J'11; ll'it)lout . index as. a check on t:he . cont:ribution of the index. 
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